CENTRAL MARIN FIRE COUNCIL
REGULAR MEETING
TO BE HELD IN THE COMMUNITY ROOM AT
CENTRAL MARIN POLICE AUTHORITY
250 DOHERTY DRIVE
LARKSPUR, CA 94939
ON
THURSDAY, AUGUST 8, 2019
AT 6:30 P.M.
Or upon conclusion of the CMPA Police Council meeting, whichever is later

AGENDA
I.

ROLL CALL

II.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

III.

OPEN TIME FOR PUBLIC EXPRESSION
Please Note: Please confine your comments during this portion of the agenda to matters
not already on this agenda. The public will be given an opportunity to speak on each agenda
item at the time it is called.

IV.

PRESENTATIONS:
A. Update on Public Education and Vegetation Management Progress to Date
Presentation provided by Fire Marshal Ruben Martin
B. Update on the County-wide Wildfire Prevention and Mitigation Initiative
Presentation provided by Fire Chief Scott Shurtz

V.

REPORTS AND COMMENTS
A. COUNCIL MEMBERS
B. MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
C. CHIEF’S COMMENTS

VI.

CONSENT CALENDAR
A. Adopt Resolution No. 2019/16 Approving A Publicly Available Pay Schedule as
Required by CalPERS
B. Acknowledge and File Central Marin Fire Authority’s Accounts Payable Check
Listing for May-July, 2019, and Transfers to Payroll Account, May-July, 2019

C. Approve Minutes of May 9, 2019 Special Fire Council Meeting
VII.

BUSINESS ITEMS
A. Consideration and Possible Action to Adopt Resolution No. 2019/17,
Establishing a Trust to Invest Funds for the Purpose of Pre-Funding Other Post
Employment Benefits Obligations, and Providing Additional Approvals and
Designations as Requested
Recommendation: that Council discuss and approve the resolution and the additional
requested actions

B. Approval of Response to the Marin County Civil Grand Jury Regarding the April
25, 2019 Report, Wildfire Preparedness: A New Approach
Recommendation: that Council discuss, provide edits as needed, and approve the
response

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

The next regular meeting of the Central Marin Fire Council scheduled for Thursday,
November 14, 2019

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance
to participate in this meeting, please contact the Clerk of the Central Marin Fire
Authority at (415) 927-5085. Notification at least 48 hours prior to the meeting will
enable the Authority to make reasonable accommodations to help ensure
accessibility to this meeting.
Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the Central Marin Fire Council
regarding any item on this Agenda are available during normal business hours, for
public inspection at Corte Madera Town Hall, 300 Tamalpais Drive, Corte Madera, CA.
Any reports that are provided after the posting of this Agenda and prior to the meeting
will be made available at this same location simultaneously as it is provided to the
Fire Council.
I certify that this agenda was posted on or before August 5, 2019, in full public view
and access at least 72 hours prior to the Fire Council meeting time in accordance with
the Brown Act.

Rebecca Vaughn, Authority Clerk
Central Marin Fire Authority

CENTRAL MARIN FIRE AUTHORITY COUNCIL
STAFF REPORT
REPORT DATE: Iuly 9,2019
MEETING DATE: August 8,2019

TO:

Central Marin Fire Authority Council

FROM:

Daria Carrillo, Finance Director

SUBJECT: Publicly Available

Pay Schedule as Required by CaIPERS

*#*#0#*s
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
That Council adopt the attached Resolution adopting a Publicly Available Pay Schedule for 20192020 as required by Cal PERS.

BACKGROUND:
In 2011, CaIPERS adopted regulations setting forth the required elements necessary to meet the
definition of a publicly available pay schedule. The required elements are as follows:

l)

6)
7)

Has been duly approved and adopted by the employer's goveming body in accordance
with the requirements of applicable meetings laws;
Identifies the position title for every employee position;
Shows the payrate for each identifred position, which may be stated as a single amount
or as multiple amounts within a range;
Indicates the time base, including, but not limited to, whether the time base is hourly,
daily, bi-weekly, monthly, bi-monthly or annually;
Is posted at the office of the employer or immediately available for public review from
the employer during normal business hours or posted on the employer's internet website;
Indicates an effective date and date ofany revisions;
Is retained by the employer and available for public inspection for not less than five

8)

years; and
Does not reference another document in lieu of disclosing the payrate.

2)
3)

4)
5)

VI.A

FISCAL IMPACT:
There is no fiscal impact associated with approval of this report.
the current year budget.

All of the positions are included in

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
This activity is not defined as aproject under CEQA (Section 15378 CEQA Guidelines).

OPTIONS:
1. Approve Resolution as presented.
2. Approve Resolution with modifications
3. Take no action at this time and provide further direction to staff

ATTACHMENTS:
1. Proposed Resolution No. 2019/16

THIS

ITSI\,T

HAS BEEN REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY THE TOWN MANAGER.

ATTACHMENT

1

Proposed Resolution No. 2019116

Resolution No. 2019116
A RESOLUTION OF THE CENTRAL MARIN FIRE AUTHORITY
COUNCIL APPROVING A PUBLICLY AVAILABLE PAY SCHEDULE
WHEREAS, the governing boy of the Central Marin Fire Authority has the authority to implement
Government Code Section20636 (b) (1);
WHEREAS, the governing body of the Central Marin Fire Authority has adopted salary schedules
or approved contracts for all Fire Authority positions;

WHEREAS, one of the requirements for Government Code Section 20636 (b) (1) is adoption by
the governing body of the Central Marin Fire Authority of a Publicly Available Pay Schedule;
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Central Marin Fire Authority adopts the
attached Publicly Available Pay Schedule for the 2019-2020 fiscal year.

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED

that the foregoing Resolution was duly and regularly adopted by the

Central Marin Fire Authority at a regular meeting thereof held on August8,2019, by the following
vote, to wit:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

Councilmembers:
Councilmembers:
Councilmembers:

Catherine Way, Authority Chair

ATTEST:

Rebecca Vaughn, Authority Clerk

CENTRAL MARIN FIRE AUTHORITY
SALARY SCHEDULE 2019-2020

CLASSIFICATION TITLE

Step
1

MONTHLY
Step
Step
Step
2
3
4

FIRE CHIEF
no steps - paid at a flat amount

17,494

MANAGEMENT
Deputy Fire Chief - no steps - position may be paid up to a maximum amount
Fire Marshal - no steps - position may be paid up to a maximum amount
FIRE PERSONNEL
Fire Battalion Chief
Fire Captain
Fire Engineer
Firefighter/Paramedic
CONFIDENTIAL
Administrative Assistant

Step
5

15,904
13,829

11,376
9,422
8,326
7,243

11,945
9,894
8,743
7,605

12,542
10,389
9,181
7,986

13,168
10,908
9,640
8,384

13,829
11,455
10,122
8,805

5,995

6,294

6,609

6,939

7,286

CENTRAL MARIN FIRE COUNCIL
STAFF REPORT
REPORT DATE: Iuly 26,2019
MEETING DATE: August 8,2019

TO:

Central Marin Fire Authority Council

FROM:

Daria Carrillo, Finance Director

SUBJECT

Accounts Payable Checks, May - JuJy 2019 and Transfers to Payroll Account, May
July 2019

-

****#*++
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Acknowledge and file: 1) checks numbers 20120 to20280 for a total of $209,427.55 and 2) transfers
to the payroll account in the amount of $2,047,346.95.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION

:

The attached Check Report was produced from the Town of Corte Madera's financial system. It
includes all checks issued from the Town's Bank of Marin operating account during the month of
May, June and July 2019 onbehalf of Central Marin Fire Authority.
The Bank of Marin operating account is a pooled account for the day to day operations of both the
Town of Corte Madera and the Central Marin Fire Authority. The finances of the two separate entities
are segregated within the Town's financial system. Checks issued on behalf of Central Marin Fire
Authority include the Central Marin Fire Authority's name and logo and have a separate numbering
system from that of the Town. On occasion, a check will be written for services or goods incurred by
both the Town and Central Marin Fire Authority on the Town's check stock, resulting in checks with
a different numbering system appearing on the check report.

In addition to the operating account, the Town maintains a payroll account at Bank of Marin. This
account is for payroll transactions only. All payroll items are paid through the payroll account,
including direct deposit payments to employees, state and federal tax payments, CaIPERS payments
for retirement and medical insurance and other payroll related items. Many of the payments are made
electronically.

VI.B

For the period May - July 2019, $2,047,346.98 was transferred from the operating account to the
payroll account for payroll related expenditures.

FISCAL IMPACT:
There is no fiscal impact associated with this report.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
This activity is not defined as a project under CEQA (Section 15378 CEQA Guidelines).

OPTIONS:
1. Approve the check listing as presented.
2. Take no action at this time and provide further direction to staff

ATTACHMENTS:

l.

Check Report, May - July 2019

THIS ITEM HAS BEEN REVIEwED AND APPRoVED BY THE EXECUTIVE MANAGER.

Check Report

m
Vendor

By Check Number

Corte Madera, CA

Date Range: 05/0U20t9 - 07/3L/20I9

Number
#

Payable

PaymentDate PaymentType

Vendor Name
Payable Type

Post Date

Payable Description

0s/07/2019

MEDTCAL SUPPUES

Amount Payment Amount Number
Amount Payable Amount

Discount
Discount

Eank Code: AP Bank-AP Bank

ai560c
al200c

lnvoice

05/07/2019

ALLSTAR FIRE EQUIPMENT, INC.

lnvoice

215S36

at075cm
at110c
287245897656X0
bo105cm
83.1-?S?-7_3

83J_29252

8318e626
cal001cm

0.00

136.88

0s/07/2079

UTILITIES. TELEPHONE

0.00

238.32

05/07/20L9

lnvoice

lnvoice

sc108c

lnvoice

t:3-99Q?

lnvoice

05/07/2Ot9

lnvoice

t1&65_S3

ji101c

lnvoice
Credit Memo

ln075c

lnvoice

ke110c

lnvoice

ma550cm

lzotg

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

0.00

23.44

05/07

/2019

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

0.00

78.30

05/O7/2Ot9

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

0.00

1,867.97

05/07/2OT9

MANAGEMENTINFORMATION

os/o7/2ors
0s/07 /2019

FIRE DEPT FUEL

0.00

64.79

TOOLS

0.00

21.62

05/07/2079
os/07/20L9

05/07/2079

05/07/2ot9

05/07/2079

04l12l1g5JMT
mi001cm

lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice

no045cm

lnvoice

ri042c
l02Q23$tL
ch25ocm
an002cm

BUILDING SUPPLIES

0.00

-18.97

05/07/2Ot9

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

05/07/2079
05/07/2Ot9

0510712Ot9

lnvoice

PM

05107/2019

0.00

/2019

UTILITIES. WATER

0.00

05/07/2019

os/o7/2019

VEHICLE SUPPLI ES PARTS/EQUIPMENT

05/07/2079
0s/07/2Ot9
0s/07

/20L9

05/07/2Ot9

0.00

05/74/2OL9

BACKGROU ND INVESTIGATION FOR FIREFI

2,837.76 20133
2,837.76

32290 20134

0.00
322.90

0.00
0.00

Regular

FUEL-GASOLINE

2,300.00 20132
2,300.00

0.00

Regular

0s/07/2079

O5/|4/2OI9

0.00

Regular

PRIVATE CONTRACTURAL

290.21 2013t
t48.73
L4I.48

0.00

Regular

OTH ER CONTRACT SERVICES

348.00
0.00

Regular

os/07/2ot9

348.00 20130

0.00
0.00

UTILITIES - WATER

05/07

507.05

0.00

Regular

MEETINGS AND TRAVEL

607.06 20129

0.00

Regular

05/O7/2Ot9

ANDRE HORN

01^3..1"9

63.23 20128

0.00

Regular

05/07/2079

WEX BANK

04ll3l20195TMT lnvoice

983.25

0.00

82.20

RICOH USA, lNC. (FIRE)

lnvoice

983.25 20127

0.00

Regular

0.00

NORTH BAY PETROLEUM

11S4082

86.47 20726

0.00

BUILDING SUPPLIES

MICHAEL DANG

11093"qM14

99.99

0.00

Regular

JANITORIAL SUPPLIES

99.99 2012s

0.00

Regular

05/07/20tg

MARIN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT

04/1?/19:BABR.Y

2,224.74 20124

05/07

MARIN COUNTY FIRE CHIEFS

103

0.00

Regular

255.03

L.N. CURTIS & SONS

iNV273r"47

2L8.66

0.00

0.00

JIM CORBET'S ACE HARDWARE

6Z8912
678614

2L8.66 20723

0.00

Regular

MEDICAL SIJPPLIES

FTSHMAN SUPPLY CO. (FrRE-7762)

fi045c

05/07lzoLg

UTILTIES - TELEPHONE

375.20 20122

0.00

Regular

05/07/2Ot9

ERIK SCHROTH

&39941

2t2.3s

0.00

UTILITIES . TELEPHONE

CREWSENSE, LLC

0a1a24a

272.35 2072L

0.00

Regular

05/07 /2OL9

AT&TMOBILITY-287245897656
05/07/2oL9

lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice

328.91

0.00

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

BOUND TREE MEDICAL, LLC

B317t1BB

328.91 20120

0.00

Regular

05/07/2019

AT & T-CALNET3

9.19 1023-4 ?-3-"s/21 I nvoice
9391062323-4r17 lnvoice

7/26/2019 il:58:47

05/07/2079

AIRGAS

996_t,Kgga:

0.00
0.00

Regular

0.00

3,205.57 20135
3,20s.57

s,200.00 20136
5,200.00

P.r!)e l. 0f 10

Date Range:

Check Report

Number
#
at075cm

Vendor

PaymentDate PaymentType

Vendor Name

Payable Description

9391Q234.t6"512l lnvoice

0s/74/20Ls

UTLITIES - TELEPHONE

9391023428:5/21 lnvoice
9391033630"5/2/ lnvoice

0s/L4/2079

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

0sh4/20re

UTILITIES-TE LEPHON

at002cm

Payable Type

05/14/20t9

AT&T-CALNET3

AT&TMOBILITY-287289488788
05/L4/20L9
?87?B94BB7BBX0

lnvoice

bo105cm

bu005cm

ci001cm

OTHER EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

05/14/2019

VEHICTE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

05/t4/2019

CITY OF SAN FAFAEL

0510s/2019sTMT

lnvoice

coMcAsr - FrRE DEpr 0208565, 0055313
05/t4/2019
lnvoice

co165cm
!15/!s119-..0s1951

di001cm

lnvoice
lnvoice

57449

05/14/2019
05/14/2019

lnvoice

L't87877

fi001cm
fo001cm

lnvoice

gl102c

lnvoice

ln075c

lnvoice

ma345c
la276c

lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice

3s6i&49sru01
ot154c

os/14/20L9

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

os/t4/2019

HYDRANTS/HOSES

05/t4/2079

05/t4/20t9

lnvoice

ph108c

Fr

LE

#81901

lnvoice

re024c

ve125c

vERrzoN wt

ve117c

lnvoice

ab001cm

lnvoice

ai560c

7/26/2A19 3:58:47

AIRGAS

PM

05lI4l21t9

os/29/20L9

TIRES

05/29/2079
05/29/2019

0.00

631.12 20153
63r.t2

76r.74

0.00

20154

76r.74

0.00

724.22 20155

0.00
0.00

724.22

245.76 20156

0.00

245.76

0.00
0.00

Regular

0.00
Regular

4,800.00 201s2
4,800.00

0.00

Resular

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

20151

153.40

0.00

Regular

05/t4/2O79

ABLE TIRE & BRAKE

60--9.3S.1

05/t4/2OI9

1s3.40

0.00

Regular

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

4,847.37 20L50
4,847.37

0.00

7-2
051!4/2079

VERIZON WIRELESS.4421OO251

9-Ee$-77?409

05/14/2019

0.00

Regular

20749

7r.25

0.00

Regular

PRIVATE CONTRACTUAL SERVICES

77.25

0.00

0.00

05/t4/20I9

5,825.83 20148
5,825.83

0.00

Regular

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

05/74/2079

89.62
0.00

Regular

0s/14/2oL9

RELESS 67 07 2277

lnvoice

9-A?.9.{9ft54

05/74/20L9

89.62 20t47

0.00
0.00

Regular

TRANING AND EDUCATION

4,463.80 20L46
4,463.80

0.00

05/t4/2OI9

RESOTVE INSURANCE SYSTEMS

lnvoice

?01,.9

05/74/20L9

0.00

Regular

OFFICE SUPPLIES

9,900.00 2014s
9,900.00

0.00

Regular

LARKSPUR SHARED FIRE COSTS - APRIL 20

05/14/20L9

0.00

Regular

05/t4/2OI9

PHYSIO CONTROL, INC.

41"9937._9__?9

05/14/2079

447.73

0.00

RADIO MAINTENANCE

441.73 20144

0.00
0.00

Regular

05/t4120t9

OTIS GUY TEACHING SERVICES

r$41

2s4.32

05/14/2otg

05/L4/2019

3,485.52 20143

0.00

FIRE PREVENTION SUPPLIES

oFFrcE DEPOT-FrRE-89507905

ofO29c

0.00

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

05/t4/20L9

LARKSPUR, CITY OF

2019-0{_39-19

113.38 20142
113.38

3,23r.20

05/I4/20t9

LAFCO MARIN COUNTYTAX COLLECTOR.

051091201.9-:5IM

703.23
0.00

Regular

20140

703.23 2014r

0.00

0.00

GYM MEMBERSHIP

L.N. CURTIS & SONS

Nva?fls*

27.00
27.00

0.00

Regular

0s/1412079

GLOBALSTAR USA

rcezs??6

185.27 20139

0.00

0.00

JANITORIAL SUPPLIES

FOURTH STREET PRESS

?46?$

247.44 2073a

L8s.27

0.00

Regular

05/t4/2OI9

FITNESS SF MARIN

05J14/?0195TMT lnvoice

238.17

VEHICLE MAINTENACE AND REPAIR

05/74/20L9

FtSHMAN SUPPLY CO. (FrRE-7762)

fi045c

05/74/2079

20137

203.06

0.00

Resular

Number

247.44

0.00

Regular

UTILITIES-INTERN ET

05h4/20L9

DIEGO TRUCK REPAIR, INC.

5-7.1&3-

ApRlt

0s/t4/20t9

- 07 l3Ll2oL9

20.57

0.00
0.00

Regular

JANITORIAL SUPPLIES

05/t4120t9

0.00
0.00
0.00

Regular

05/t4/2019

BUCK,S SAW SERVICE, INC,

lnvoice

35s6S3

E

UTILITIES . TELEPHONE

05/t4/2019

BOUND TREE MEDICAL, LLC

lnvoice

83.L9_.1U09

05/14/2019

Regular

Amount Payment Amount
Amount Payable Amoqnt
0.00
46t.80

Discount
Discount

Post Date

Payable

o'lotl2otg

3,856.19 201s7
3,8s6.19

0.00

318.7s 20158

P$oe 2 0f 10

Date Ranse: osloVzoLg -

Check Report

Vendor Number

PaymentDate PaymentType

Vendor Name
Payable Type
lnvoice

Payable #
9961S_6_4_7-Q1

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

O5/29/20L9

UTILITIES. TELEPHONE

41592*977_41-0

lnvoice

05/29/20t9

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

?391."Q623? 3-sJ1

lnvoice

AT & T MOB|L|TY-287245897656

at1 1Oc

a&22{5ca_zg5.sxa
be053c

lnvoice

bo105cm

rnvoice

GENERAL LEGAL COUNSEL

83192?36
83198740
br002cm

05/29/2019

co001cm

lnvoice

q.l_3_8s

lnvoice

s.t185

lnvoice

di001cm

er0O2c

0.00

1,332.56

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

0.00

634.31

05/29/2079

TIRES

0.00

176.74

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

0.00

139.20

05/29/2019

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

os/29/20L9

TOOLS

he001cm

ji 101c

VEHICLE SUPPLIES

05/29/20!9

05/29/2019

lnvoice

Ka117c

05/29/2019

KAISER FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN

05109/20195IMI

ma55ocm

lnvoice

0s/29/2019

MARIN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT

051?0-l?0,1-95fMI
ms001cm

tnvoice

05/29/20L9

wi001cm

WITTMAN ENTERPRISES,

LLC

lnvoice

L9445642

bu005cm
ca895c

lnvoice

06/04/20L9

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

06/04/20t9
06104/2019

CASCADE FIRE EQUIPMENT

lnvoice

a33$9

PM

0.00

Regular

TOOLS

42.00 20776
42.00

0.00

SE

136.53 2017s

0.00

Regular

RVICES

0.00

3,747.89 20777
3,741.89

245.56 20178

0.00

Regular

0.00

245.56
0.00

Regular

0.00

20774

136.63

0.00

06/04/20t9

BUCK'S SAW SERVICE, lNC.

05/31120195IMT

05/29/2Ot9

68220
682.20

0.00

Regular

PRIVATE CONTRACTU RAL

77r.O0 20773

0.00
0.00

05/29/2079

739.sO 20t72

77r.OO

0,00

Regular

HIRING AND RECRUITING

20171

139.s0
0.00

Regular

05/29/2019

0512912079

lnvoice

0.00

HEALTH BENEFITS

690.00
690.00

0.00

Regular

os/29/20te

PREFERRED ALLIANCE, INC.

9r4Z548lN

0.00

HIRING AND RECRUITING

05/29/20t9

20170

83,59
0.00

Regular

UTILITIES - WATER

83.s9

0.00

TOOLS

O5/29/20t9

20169

77.20

0.00

YEARLY PHYSICALS

05/29/2079

t7.20

0.00

PARTS

Os/29/2079

MSA DENTAL POOL

-a5/el1?p-x.tsrMT lnvoice
pr027c

05/29/20t9

149.s1 20168
149.s1

0.00

Regular

&

20166

2,267.22 20767

0.00

Regular

O5/29/20t9

JIM CORBET'S ACE HARDWARE

67S902

05/29/2019

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

315.94

2,267.22

0.00

05/29/2019

HEALTHY FIREFIGHTERS USA, INC,

lnvoice

05161"9

0.00
0,00

Regular

20165

5,734.77
0.00

Regular

05/29/2019

lnvoice

0.00

Regular

05/29/2019

GOLDEN STATE EMERGENCY

-eruffigzz

s,734.7t

BATTERY FOR P.13

lnvoice

go031cm

0.00

Regular

os/29/20t9
0s/29/20t9

FERGUSON ENTERPRISES LLC #686

s68_09S6

643.34

VISA PAYMENT FOR MAY

lnvoice

fe001cm

0.00

O5/29/2oL9

643.34 20L64

0.00

Regular

05/29/2079

ERIK SCHROTH

l!:39.903

2,418.12 20t63

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

DIEGO TRUCK REPAIR, INC.

5J53S

s,018.70 20162
5,018.70

0.00

Regular

05/29/20L9

lnvoice

0.00

451.25

D&KAUTOSERVICE

da025cm

0.00

Regular

20161

2L8.66

0.00

CORPORATE PAYMENT SYSTEMS

05/14/2019STMT

218.66

0.00
0.00

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

05/29/2079

lnvoice

238.1s 20150
238.15

05/29/2019
O5/29/20t9
O5/29/20t9

BRANDON TIRE

1017640

05/29/20t9

28s.34 201s9

0.00
0.00

Regular

&
05/28/2079

BOUND TREE MEDICAL, LLC

lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice

B3-t-9*?5?

05/29/201.9

UTILITIES . TELEPHONE

318.7s

285.34

0.00

Regular

05/29/2079

BERTRAND, FOX, ELLIOT, OSMAN

syJ-4zate$Mr

Payable Amount

0.00

Regular

O5/29/20t9

AT & T -CALNET3

at075cm

Amount

0.00

05/29/20t9

AT&T

at003cm

//26/2019 3:58:47

Payable Description

05/29/2079

l3Ll2OI9

DiscountAmount PaymentAmount Number
Discount

Post Date

07

1,969.53 20179
1,736.42

Pa0e 3 0f 10

oate RanSe: 05l0Ll2OL9 - 07

Check Report

Vendor Number

PayableType
lnvoice

Payable #
s995-3-5

daO25cm

lnvoice
lnvoice

!;--1480

di001cm

em121c

lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice

6+r9A
64192
co992c

06/04/2019
06/04/2079

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

0.00

256.25

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

0.00

204,82

06/04/20L9
06/04/20L9

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

0.00

255.88

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

0.00

t,L67.74

06/04/2019
06/04/20L9
06/04/2079

CLOTHING/DAILY UNIFORM

0.00

130.16

CLOTHING/DAILY UNIFORM

0.00

1s5.15

CLOTH ING/DAILY UNIFORM

0.00

130.16

06/O4/20L9

O6/04120t9

06/O4/2Otg

EMS AGENCY COUNTY OF MARIN

lnvoice

090518-12
en002cm

lnvoice

gl102c

06/04/2019

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

06/0412079

lp?04Q55
jo001cm

JONES GARAGE DOOR CO., INC,

lnvoice

*9?J3
ma550cm

06/O4/20t9

MARIN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT

A

n2001cm

lnvoice

lnvoice

no045cm

BUITDING MAINTENANCE

06/04/2Ot9

VEHICLE SUPPtIES, PARTS

06/O4120t9

COPY MACHINE MAINTENANCE

06/04/20L9

06/04/20t9
O6/04/20t9

RrcoH usA, tNc. (FrRE)

riO42c

lnvoice

r0?.1-.{s775

ve117c

vERrzoN wTRELESS-442100251

lnvoice

9!3825p248
ch250cm

ai560c

{.15-9-?"7.5017.:i116

e39102341$:-913J
s3_e-10__2_34"?3-0-6/

9391023478-61?l
9.39-La33qaE:g;l
93.e1033630*-0.2.:

bolO5cm

Memo
tnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice

Credit

lnvoice
coMcAsr -

co165cm

06/0s/1.9 0?1051
ji101c

lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice

67912L

PM

348.24

20188

348.24

0.00
0.00

Regular

t,27t.82

322.90 20190

0.00

Regular

0.00

322.90

245.76 20797

0.00

Regular

245.76

UTILITIES. TELEPHONE

0.00

-6.92

UTILITIES. TELEPHONE

0.00

20.63

UTILITIES. TELEPHONE

0.00

93.30

06172/2019

UTILITES - TELEPHONE

0.00

902.09

06/77/2079

UTILITES . TELEPHONE

0.00

53.28

06/7!/2079

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

0.00

238.22

O6/tt/2O79

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

06/tI/2Ot9

O6/tt/2079

FrRE DEPT 0208565, 005s313

06/tt/2019

O6/t1/2079

0.00

2,874.38 20792
2,874.38

0.00

328.91

0.00

Regular

0.00

Regular

0.00

Resular

r,300.60

2,555.44 20t95

113.38

0.00

20196

113.38

0.00

306.88

0.00

Regular

20194

2,555.44

0.00
Regular

20193

328,91

0.00

UTILITIES - INTERNET

O6/tt/2019

0.00

Regular

20189

1,271.82

0.00

06/tt/2119
06/tt/2079
06ht/2079

JIM CORBET'S ACE HARDWARE

$J9l?;

0.00

Regular

MEDIAL SUPPLIES

BOUND TREE MEDICAL, tLC

832,32161

20787

106.07

O6/tt/2O79

AT & T -CALNET3

at075cm

106.07

0.00
0.00

FUEL. GASOLINE

06/77/20L9

lnvoice

2,770.00 20186
2,770.O0

06/04/2079

AIRGAS

9962589734

0.00
0.00

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

06/04/20t9

lnvoice

89.62 2018s
89.62

06/04/20tg

WEX BANK

05/23/2"o19srM_r

06/04120t9

2t7.48 20t84

0.00

Regular

06/04/2019

NORTH BAY PETROLEUM

tnvoice

1_16"q_76?

06/04/2019
UTILITIES - WATER

20183

2r7.48

0.00

Regular

06/04/20t9

N2 ELECTRIC INC.

1es34

06/04/2019

468.00

0.00
0.00

Regular

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

41s.47 20782

468.00

0.00

Regular

20180

7,423.02 20181

0.00

Regular

CLOTHI NG/DAILY UNIFORM

461.07

0.00

Regular

06/04/20t9

06/0412079

0.00

l3tl20t9

Number

233.11

0.00

Regular

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

GLOBALSTAR USA

lnvoice

06/04/2019

0.00

Regular

06/04/2019

ENTENMANN-ROVIN CO.

0-1_{4018.-rN

7/26/2019 lrSa):47

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

641"86

Discount

Payable Description

06/04/2019

DIEGO TRUCK REPAIR, INC.

lnvoice
lnvoice

s7636
57L81

Amount Payment Amount
Amount Payable Amount

Discount

Post Date

D&KAUTOSERVICE

s143-e-

{aQ]4AG_NQ!E

PaymentDate PaymentType

Vendor Name

06/71/2079

TOOLS

0.00

267.57

06/7t/20I9

JANITORIAL SUPPLIES

0.00

4s.31

20L97

Pa0e .4 C)i 10

Date Range: O5l0L/20t9 -

Check Report

Payable

f

Payable Type

ln075c

lnvoice

ma002cm

06/7r/2079

lnvoice
lnvoice

?_0l_e-Qp__Q1.

beO53c

lnvoice
-Q0110-#-0IsSJMI lnvoice

la276c

06/tt/2019

06177/2019

RN EDUCATOR 2018-19

&
06/18/2019

PERSONNEL MATTER

06/t8/2oI9

CMFA - 50% SHARE

06/!8/20L9

SAHRED COSTS CMFD - MAY 2019

rvo75c

06/I8/20L9

at075cm

06/t8/2O79

lnvoice

at002cm

06/27

/20t9

l-Qf?99u1$87880S

at110c
?8724589765666

be053cm

lnvoice

bo105cm

83241353
ca895c

lnvoice

lnvoice

co005cm

lnvoice

cooolcm

WENZEL 06/27/2OL9

co992c

lnvoice
lnvoice

Ka117c
0Sl09l?0!9$IMT
ln075c

12,000.00

3,044.38 20200
249.s4
2,794.84

2,747.69 2020r
2,747.69

273.55 20202
273.ss

4s0.00 20203
450.00

238.21 20204
238.21

241..44 2020s
241.44

2t8.86

0.00

Regular

0.00

Regular

2,74s.00 20207

2,027.70

06/27/2019
O6/27/2Otg
06/27/2019

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

0.00

s1s.03

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

0.00

346.29

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

0.00

1,385.18

06/27/20L9

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

06/27/2ors

CLOTHING/DAILY

06/27/20t9
06/27/20L9

06/27/2019

06/27/2019

06/27/2019

06/27/2o7e

HEALTH

06/27/2OI9

L,N. CURTIS & SONS

0.00

307.27

20209

483.34

202ro

483.34
0.00

0.00

5,r84.77

0.00

s2.00

202t2

1,462.00

202t3

52.00
0.00

Regular

7,462.00

0.00
0.00

Regular

684.78

il)l-v2_s.9_5__55

lnvoice

06/27/2A79

CLOTHING/DAILY UNIFORM

0.00

146.67

L07.26

1Nv290249

lnvoice

06127lzole

CLOTHING/DAILY UNIFORM

0.00

rNVegtl3Q

lnvoice

06/27/2Ot9

CTOTHING/DAILY UNIFORM

0.00

109.74

rNv291B2X.

lnvoice

06/27

/20L9

CLOTHING/DAILY UNIFORM

0.00

2t4.5t

tNv291951.

lnvoice

06127/2Or9

CLOTHING/DAILY UNI FORM

0.00

707.26

ma55ocm

MARIN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT

06/1?/201.5)STMT
pa026c

lnvoice

PM

06/27lzoLg

06/27/2Ot9

UTILITIES - WATER

06/27/2019

HEALTH/WELLNESS

06/27l2otg

MEAGHAN PANG

R-39905

7/26/?A19 3:58:47

lnvoice

141.48

0.00
0.00

Regular

0.00

20214

147.48 20275

0.00

Regular

2021L

5,784.77
0.00

Regular

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

20208

307.27

0.00

Regular

JUNE 14, 2019. STATEMENT

4,274.20

0.00
0.00

Regular
FORM

2,745.00
0.00

Regular

U NI

06/27120L9

o6/27/20t9

0.00

Regular

20206

218.85

0.00

0.00

KAISER FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN

lnvoice

72,250.00 20199
250.00

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

EMS AGENCY COUNry OF MARIN

t.806r"8-:t

204.2s 20798
204.25

06/27/20t9

06/27120L9

/!t/20tg

Payable Amount

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

GENERAL LEGAL COUNSEL

CORPORATE PAYMENT SYSTEMS

06/14/20195TMT

06/27/2019

Amount

o6/27/2otg

CONWAY SHIELD

0442388:lN

Regular

UTILITES - TELEPHONE

|nvoice

CASCADE FIRE EQUIPMENT

100Q68

E

AT&TMOBILIT\-287245897656
06/27/2019

BOUND TREE MEDICAL, LLC

&3?35J&?
83239914

Regular

UTILITES - TELEPHONE

lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice

.8.3:3_3999

Regular

o6/27/20t9

BERTRAND, FOX, ELLIOT, OSMAN &

06J?-Ql?0-!9'SIM

Regular

UTILITIES-TE LEPHON

06/27/20t9

AT&TMOBILITY-287289488788

Regular

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

06/27/2079

AT & T.CALNET3

9-3-9-ruga3?3:.Qil

06/18/2019

Regular

UTILITIES - WATER

06/I8120t9

ROSS VALLEY FIRE DEPARTMENT

lnvoice

&:1990.-4"

06h8/2O19

06/t8/20L9

MARIN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT

{MA lnvoice

Regular

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

LARKSPUR, CITY OF

lnvoice

?0-19:S53il9

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

O6/tt/2079

BERTRAND, FOX, ELLIOT, OSMAN

Q-6/10/19-I.APPER

Regular

07

DiscountAmount PaymentAmount Number
Discount

Payable Description

06/17/2019

MARIN COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT

2019 0432

061L.1l.20-L-9

Post Date

L,N. CURTIS & SONS

rNV?88269

massocm

PaymentDate PaymentType

Vendor Name

Vendor Number

s00.00 20216
500.00

Palte 5

0f

1t)

Date Range: osloLlzotg -

Check Report

Vendor Number

Payment

Vendor Name
Payable

Payable #

no045cm

Type

Post Oate

lnvoice

06/27/20t9

oFFtcE DEPOT-FtRE-89507905 FtLE #81901

of029c

lnvoice
lnvoice

3266292sr001
329066302001

p(027c

lnvoice

rio42c

lnvoice
vERtzoN wtRELESS

ve125c

HIRING AND RECRUITING

06/27/2019

PRIVATE CONTRACTUAL SERVICES

06/27/2079

ch250cm

06127/2019

I-2

UTILITES . TELEPHONE

06/3O/20t9

FULE - GASOLINE

07/02/2019

WEX BANK

06123/20rs.sIMr
am01cm

lnvoice

AMERICAN SOLUTIONS FOR BUSINESS

lnvoice

tNV0419B836
an002cm

lnvoice

HIRING AND RECRUITING

06/30/2019

UTILITIES. TELEPHONE

06/30/2019

CLOTH ING/DAIL UNI FORMS

07/02/2019
07/02/2019

AT & T -CALNET3

at075cm

4159?ZIA7Z41-6
em121c

lnvoice

07/02/2019

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

lnvoice

qs?aa
fi020c

07/02/20t9

FIRE MASTER; MASTER PROTECTION

lnvoice
lnvoice

00006698_sJ
saa0$7.s0-e0
ji 101c

06/30/2079
06/30/2079

lnvoice
Credit Memo
lnvoice

929538

01t599
9.7e7?2

lnvoice
lnvoice

lN-v39!S?4
rNV294041.

mu070c

lnvoice

rg001cm

lnvoice

sc001cm

lnvoice

ve\I1c

lnvoice

ji101c

lnvoice

26L.49 20226

0.00

Regular

267.49

0.00

387.79 20227

0.00

Regular

0.00

171.00

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

0.00

216.79

338.73 20228

0.00

Regular

0.00

BUIDLING MAINTENANCE

0.00

9.06

06/3O/2OL9

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

0.00

7,29r.87

06/3O/20t9

PROTECTIVE IJNIFORM

0.00

97.07

07/02/2019

07/02/2019

06/3O/20t9

HIRING AND RECRUITING

06/30/2079

PROTECTIVE UNIFORMS

07/02/20L9

06/30/2019

07/L0/20L9
BUILDING SUPPLIES

07/I0/20L9

1,388.88 20229

2,720.75 20230
2,720.15

0.00

4,635.00 20231
4,635.00

0.00

84.50 20232

0.00

Regular

84.50

0.00

245.76 20233

0.00

Regular

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

07/10/2019

0.00

Regular

06/30/2019

07/02/20L9

0.00

Regular

PROTECTIVE UNIFORMS

07/02/2019

0.00

Regular

245.76

0.00

2s.79

0.00

Regular

0.00

770.93 20235

e3e_i_02_341"S:6/_3

lnvoice

06/30/20t9

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

0.00

f-i9_10&4a3_el3

lnvoice

0.00

180.s0

939_18?34?8_:..-5J3

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

0.00

331.48

$$a$ffilsl3

lnvoice

06/30/2Ot9
06/30/2019
06/30/2019

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

lnvoice

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

0.00

238.32

BERTRAND, FOX, ELLIOT, OSMAN &

be053cm

7/26/2019 :]:58:47

PM

WENZEL 07/10/2019

Regular

20234

25.79

0.00

Regular

20225

6.92

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

AT & T -CALNET3

at075cm

6.92

0.00
0.00

06/30/20L9

JIM CORBET'S ACE HARDWARE

679807

1,300.00 20224
1,300.00

06/30/20t9

vERrzoN wTRELESS-442100251

e832723&eJ

301.L2 20223

359.67
-30.00

SCOTT.S PPE RECON, INC.

34998

0.00
0.00

Regular

20222

301.12

0.00

REGIONAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES

9584

2,428.9t

0.00
0.00

Regular

20227

2,428.9L

TOOLS

MUNICIPAL EMERGENCY SERVICES

rN 1-35361_3

0.00

06/30/2079

L.N. CURTIS & SONS

ln075c

L,t82.42
r,182.42

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

07/02/20L9

JIM CORBET,S ACE HARDWARE

0.00
0.00

Regular

o6/3o/2otg

376.s9 20220
376.59

0.00

OTHER CONTRACT SERVICES

t26.OO 20219
126.00

0.00

Regular

06/30/2019

ANDRE HORN

017-19

07/02/2019

56.85

0.00

Regular

06/27/20L9

113.65 20218
56.80

0.00

Regular

/3tl2ot9

7,098.72 20217

0.00

Regular

07

Number

t,098.72

0.00
0.00
0.00

OFFICE SUPPLIES

06/2712OI9

0.00
0.00

Regular

06/27 120t9

67 07 2277

lnvoice

9831469376

06/27/20L9
OFFICE SUPPLIES

RrcoH usA, rNc. (FrRE)

102267091

VEHICE SUPPLIES PARTS

Amount Payment Amount
Amount Payable Amount

Discount
Discount

Resular

06/27/2oL9
06/27/20L9

PREFERRED ALLIANCE, INC.

0148047-ilY

Payment Type

Payable Description

06/27/20L9

NORTH BAY PETROLEUM

ua_494

Date

20.63

0.00

2,767.s0 20236

Pdge ir

0l

10

Date Range:

Check Report

Vendor Number

PayableType
lnvoice
lnvoice

J_Ur[J-A*aQ_].9"

MA_YiLaQlg
ma345c

Payable Description

06/30/2019
06/30/2019

GENERAL LEGAL COUNSEL

lnvoice

mi001cm

06/30/20t9

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE

06/30/2019

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

07/tO/2O79
07/16/2079

AIRGAS

lnvoice

9963310147
ar048c

07h6/21t9

ARROW INTERNATIONAL, I NC,

lnvoice

9*_e!l_414.0t1

fi045c

06130/2019

FtSHMAN SUPPLY CO. (FrRE-7762)

lnvoice

r198199
fo001cm
a4s33
glL02c

ln075c

L.N, CURTIS

&

t.Nv295a&5
ma550cm

bo105cm

o6/30/20L9

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

06/30/20L9
06/30/2079

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT

0.00

210.30

PROTECTIVE UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT

0.00

76.41

07/!7/2019

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

O7/!7/20I9

VEHICLE SU PPLIES PARTS/EQUIPMENT

07/t7/2019

HYDRANTS/HOSES

07

07/16/20tg
07/t6/2O19

BRANDON TIRE

lnvoice

!a!84S.1
ca895c

07/L6/2O19

CASCADE FIRE EQUIPMENT

lnvoice

100824

coMcAsr -

co165cm

FrRE DEPT 0208565, 0055313

lnvoice

07/02/1_$TMI

07/17/2079

lnvoice

1"6rS46
da025cm

lnvoice
lnvoice

€-18-B-?-

en002cm

lnvoice

ke110c

PM

40.00

20248

288.15

20249

113.38

20250

630.70

20251

1,247.37

20252

0.00

Regular

40.00

0.00
0.00

Regular

288.1s

0.00
0.00

Regular

113.38

0.00
0.00

Regular

630.70

0.00

0.00

7,7Lr.73

h7 /2019

07/76/2019

07/17/2019

MEMBERSHIP FOR 12 MONTHS

O7/17/20t9

VEHICLE SUPPLIES PARTS EQUIPTMENT

07/17/2019

07/76/20t9
07/16/20t9
07/24/20t9

0.00

0.00

1,500.00

20254

1,500.00
684.18

202s5

3,00s.00

202s6

0.00

Regular

0.00

684.18
0.00

Regular

Regular

20253

236.05
0.00

Regular

DUES AND MEMBERSHIPS

236.05

0.00

Regular

CLOTHING/DAILY UNIFORM

07/16/20L9

0.00

Regular

07/t7/20!9

AT & T MOB| L|TY - 287 289 4887 88

at002cm

20247

L78.20

0.00

VHEICLE SUPPLIES PARTS EQUIPMENT

07

MARIN COUNTY FIRE CHIEFS

lnvoice

?41

t78.20

0.00

Regular

136.18

GOLDEN STATE EMERGENCY

e$uf45

20246

145.05

0.00

0.00

07/16/20t9

FITNESS SF MARIN

go031cm

145.05

0.00

Regular

VEHICLE SUPPLIES PARTS/EQUI PMENT

lnvoice

a0l9-.e

20245

07/t7/20t9

lnvoice

fi00Lcm

r48.73
148.73

VEHICLE SUPPLIES PARTS EQUIPTMENT

ENTENMANN.ROVIN CO.

814-5078-lN

20244

O7/t7/2079

D&KAUTOSERVICE

s-.l$.t.t

07/16/2079

226.71

0.00
0.00

UTILITIES-I NTERNET

07/76/20t9

CORTE MADERA TIRE & AUTO

co006cm

h6/2O19

20243

0.00

Regular

OTHER EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

89,62
89.62

0.00

Regular

O7/t7/2Ot9

NC.

lnvoice

br002cm

07/L6/2oI9

6,353.92 20242

0.00

Regular

UTILITIES. WATER

1,245.86
0.00

Regular

06/30/2otg

BOUND TREE MEDICAL, LLC

83?6sQ29

1,245.86 2024I

713.32

07/t6/20tg

I

0.00
0.00

0.00

SONS

B,W.S. DISTRIBUTORS,

1,465.20 20240
7,465.20

FIRE PREVENTION SUPPLIES

07/76/2Ot9

lnvoice

Q7.01:,2019

0.00
0.00

5,640.60

MARIN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT

bw025c

354.55

0.00

lnvoice

.1-J7547-:S1-!?1J.3

354.55 20239

0.00

FIRE PREVENTION SUPPLIES

lnvoice
lnvoice

tNY2_pi?76

20238

06/30/2019
06/30/2019

07/16/2019

tnvoice

460.00

JANITORIAL SUPPLIES

GLOBALSTAR USA

10386316

20237

06/30/2079

FOURTH STREET PRESS

lnvoice
lnvoice

24783

236.78

450.00

0.00

Regular

Number

1,620.00

0.00

Regular

l3Ll20t9

236.78

0.00

Regular

- 07

r,r47.50

0.00
0.00

Regular

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

07/76/2019

0.00
0.00

Regular

RADIO MAINTENANCE

lnvoice

ai560c

07/70/2079

06/30/2jtg

MICHAEL DANG

1113,1

GENERAL LEGAL COUNSEL

Amount Payment Amount
Amount Payable Amount

Discount
Discount

Post Date

LAFCO MARIN COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR-

06/1e/19STMr

7/26/2()19 :j:58:47

PaymentDate PaymentType

Vendor Name

Payable #

o'loLlzotg

3,00s.00

0.00
0.00

241.44

20257

PaQe 7 cll 10

Date Range: O5l0ll20L9 -

Check Report

Vendor

Number
#

?

Payment

Vendor Name
Payable Type

Payable

8728948878_B-X0 Invoice

ci001cm

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

06/30/2019

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

07/24/2019

KAISER FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN

0?10.9/?_QlesrMli

lnvoice
vERtzoN wl

ve023c

06/30/2019
RE

wi001cm

WITTMAN ENTERPRISES,

at075cm

07/24/2019

UTILITES - TELEPHONE

LLC

lnvoice

.190_6-5642

1000t

7

07/24/2OL9

UTILITIES - TELEPHONE

07/24/2079

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

07/24/20t9

bo105cm

lnvoice

07/24/2019

BOUND TREE MEDICAI, LLC

lnvoice

8.31..s..s9?5

da001cm

DANS PLUMBING AND SEWER SERVICE, INC.

lnvoice

32512
di001cm

lnvoice

07/24/2019

CLOTHI NG/DAI LY UNIFORMS

07/24/2019

em121c

07/24/2079

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

lnvoice

$4?4A
go031cm

07/24/20t9

GOLDEN STATE EMERGENCY

lnvoice

elsuTgL
ji101c

07/24/2019

JIM CORBET'S ACE HARDWARE

lnvoice

-6i89?g
ln075c
tNV?98697

1N!?9gtC8
no045cm

sa002cm

lnvoice

lnvoice

co001cm

Q7l1$/2p1$s1l4r
em121c

lnvoice

ji101c

lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice

68Q127
q801"51

s80ts3

7/26/2019 3:58:47

PM

2,900.78 20266
2,900.78

0.00

2s6.57

0.00

Regular

10.89 20268

0.00

Regular

10.89

0.00

3,263.75
46.74

07/24/20t9

VEHICLE SUPPLIES AND PARTS

07/24/20t9

07/24/2019

07/24/20t9

07/25/2019

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

07/25/20t9

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

07/25/20t9
07/25/20t9

CLOTHI NG/DAILY UNI FORM

07/25/2OI9

667.41 20273
667.47

729.46 20274

0.00

r29.46

0.00
0.00

Resular

07125/2019

07125/2019

218.66
0.00

Regular

IULY VISTA STATEMENT

278.66 20272

0.00

0.00

07/25/2079

425.00 2027t
42s.OO

0.00

Regular

6,382.05 2027s
6,382.05

0.00

t23.47

0.00

Regular

0.00

20276

723.41.

703.87

0.00

Regular

20269

1,829.97 20270

0.00
0.00

Regular

UTILITES - TELEPHONE

3,483.s0

1,829.97

0.00

Regular

07/25/2019

07/25/2019

0.00

Regular

OTHER EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

07/25/20t9

0.00

Regular

20267

256.57

0.00

0.00

JIM CORBET'S ACE HARDWARE

679_83.9

0.00

Regular

0.00

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

5*2*?.

15.83

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

CORPORATE PAYMENT SYSTEMS

lnvoice

1s.83 2025s

0.00
0.00

CLOTH ING/DAILY UNIFORMS

CONWAY SHIELD

0{43633-rN

225.OO

07/24/2019
07/24/2019

BOUND TREE MEDICAL, LLC

co005cm

225.00 20264

0.00
0.00

t72.97

bo105cm

lnvoice

1,695.17 20263
1,69s.77

0.00

07/24120t9

AT & T MOB|L|TY-287245897655

s3??e28

0.00

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

at110c
28724s9976s6

lnvoice

238.34

07/24/20t9

SANTA ROSA FIRE EQUIPMENT SERVICE, INC.

30:[_95e.

238.34 20262

0.00
0.00

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

NORTH BAY PETROLEUM

lnvoice

r 1808_41

3,336.18 20261
3,336.18

07/24/2019

L.N. CURTIS & SONS

lnvoice
lnvoice
lnvoice

tNu9g6t9

0.00

Regular

VEHICLE SUPPLIES AND PARTS

07/24/2019

789.r7

0.00

Regular

VEHICLE SUPPLIES AND PARTS

789.17 20260

0.00

0.00

07/24/2019

DIEGO TRUCK REPAIR, INC.

.5$-$_3

07/24/20t9

939.00 20259
939.00

0.00

Regular

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

6,748.89 20258

0.00

Regular

07/24/2019

241.44

6,748.89

0.00

Regular

PRIVATE CONTRACTUAL

AT & T -CALNET3

.9i9.1as23?3J*z

'07/24/20t9

0.00
0.00

Regular

06/30/2019

Payable Amount

0.00

Regular

06/30/2019

LESS-6707227

lnvoice

9&3{tr583

07/24/2019

Amount

Regular

HIRING AND RECRUITING

l3tlz0tg

DiscountAmount PaymentAmount Number
Discount

06/30/2Ot9

lnvoice

ka!77c

Payment Type

Payable Description

CITY OF SAN FAFAEL

1S3-r

Date

Post Date

07

07125/20L9

BUIDLING SUPPLIES

0.00

t4.t6

07/25/20t9
07/25/2ot9

BUILDING SUPPLIES

0.00

16.55

TOOLS

0.00

45.92

07/25/2079

BUILDING SUPPLIES

0.00

27.24

20277

Paoe B

of 1i)

Date Ranse: 05/Otl20L9 - Ol

Check Report

Vendor Number

PaymentDate PaymentType

Vendor Name

PayableType

Payable #

lnvoice

lNW.0a0g5
mu070c

07/25120L9
07/25/20L9

lnvoice

07/25/2019

oFFrcE DEPOT-FIRE-89s0790s FILE #81901

of029c

lnvoice

3433597e20Q1

07/25/20L9

0.00
0.00

Regular

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

07/25/20L9

MUNICIPAL EMERGENCY SERVICES

tN1358436

Discount

Payable Descriptlon

Post Date

L.N. CURTIS & SONS

ln075c

341.50 20278
341,50

727.50 20279

0.00

Regular
0.00

PROTECTIVE UNIFORM

07/25/20L9

l3t,lz0tg

Amount Payment Amount Number
Amount Payable Amount

Discount

127.50

64.07 20280

0.00

Regular
0.00

OFFICE SUPPLIES

64.O7

Bank Code AP Bank Summary
Payment Type
Regular Checks

Manual Checks
Voided Checks
Bank Drafts
EFT's

Payable
Count
zlt
00
00
00
00
2TL

7/26/2019 i:58r47

PM

Payment

count

Discount

Payment

161

0.00

209,427.55

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

161

0.00

209,427.55

Poge

I

of 10

Check Report

Date Ranse:

05 I

gtl

2OL9 - 07 | 3L | 2Ot9

All Bank Codes Check Summary
Payable
Count

Payment
Count

Discount

Payment

Regular Checks

zLL

L6t

0.00

209,427.55

Payment Type

Manual Checks

0

0

0.00

0.00

Voided Checks

0

0

0.00

0.00

Bank Drafts

0

0

0.00

0,00

EFT's

0

0

0.00

0.00

ztl

t6L

0.00

209,427.55

Fund Summary
Fund

Name

99

POOLED CASH

99

POOLED CASH

99

POOLED CASH

Perlod

.
.
.

OPERATING
OPERATING
OPERATING

s/2079
6/2019
7/2019

Amount
85,586.36
56,234.67
67,606.52
209,427.55

7/26/2019 3:58147

PM
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DRAFT MINUTES OF MAY 9, 2019
REGULAR MEETING
OF THE
FIRE COUNCIL OF THE CENTRAL MARIN FIRE AUTHORITY
HELD AT
THE COMMUNITY ROOM AT THE CENTRAL MARIN POLICE AUTHORITY
250 DOHERTY DRIVE
LARKSPUR, CA 94939
ON
THURSDAY, MAY 9, 2019
AT 6:30 P.M.
(or upon conclusion of the Police Council meeting, whichever is later)

ROLL CALL
The Regular Meeting of the Fire Council of the Central Marin Fire Authority was called to order at
6:55 p.m.
COUNCIL MEMBERS PRESENT:
Catherine Way, Chair, City of Larkspur
Bob Ravasio, Vice Chair, Town of Corte Madera
Sloan Bailey, Council Member, Town of Corte Madera
Larry Chu, Council Member, City of Larkspur
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT:
None
STAFF PRESENT:
Todd Cusimano, Corte Madera Town Manager
Dan Schwarz, Larkspur City Manager
Scott Shurtz, Fire Chief
Daria Carrillo, Finance Manager
Nick Gabbard, Larkspur Fire Representative
Tom Timmer, Corte Madera Fire Representative
Tom Bertrand, Authority Counsel
Rebecca Vaughn, Authority Clerk
STAFF ABSENT:
None
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.
OPEN TIME FOR PUBLIC EXPRESSION
Chair Way asked if any members of the public would like to address the Council, and there were
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no speakers.
PRESENTATIONS:
There were no presentations.

REPORTS AND COMMENTS
A. COUNCIL MEMBERS:
Chair Way reported that she was asked to join the board of FIRESafe MARIN and she accepted
the invitation. At the next meeting, they will introduce two new board members; herself and
Stephen Quarles. She hopes to use this opportunity to further many of the policies that FIRESafe
MARIN is getting underway in the county.
Chair Way further reported that the Governor's Status Report on Catastrophic Wildfires, Climate
Change and California's Energy Future was just published. The League of California Cities, the
League of California Counties and the Governor will host a symposium on this subject on June 3rd.
The report was recently published, and she encouraged everyone to read it.
B. MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Dan Schwarz reported that the Grand Jury has issued its report about wildfire safety. The report
can be viewed and downloaded from the Grand Jury’s website. There is a lot of interesting, good
information about lessons learned from the various fires that have occurred in the North Bay and in
Paradise. There are some errors in the solutions part of the section, and the cities may try to have
a uniform response, explaining to the Grand Jury that they got some of the analysis wrong in the
part about taxation and funding. But this report is geared toward analyzing and advocating for the
county-wide solution that the Marin Fire Chief has been promoting, which is to create an entity that
would carry out wildfire prevention by doing a lot of brush clearing, particularly in the
unincorporated areas. He reported that he has been participating on a working group that Matthew
Hymel from the County has organized to figure out how to make this happen administratively and
bring something to policy makers throughout the County.
He further reported that the Fire Chief will be requesting an extension to the deadline for approving
a response to the Grand Jury report since the next regular meeting of the Fire Council is scheduled
to take place after the July 18, 2019, response deadline.
C. CHIEF’S COMMENTS
Chief Shurtz reported that Todd Cusimano asked him to provide a new org chart for the coming
fiscal year, and he distributed the chart to the Council members for their review. He pointed out
that the two lighter gray boxes are Kentfield employees, although they work with Central Marin
Fire, and so they do fill operational roles in our organization. The other notable item is that the
Captain 15, Engineer 15 and Firefighter Medic 15 on each shift is new, having the three people at
station 15.
Chair Way inquired about the Nurse Educator position. Chief Shurtz responded that the Nurse
Educator is Liz Froneberger. She was previously working for Corte Madera Fire. She is a half time
employee. CMFA has a relationship with Kaiser Hospital, and she is actually a Kaiser employee.
The Authority funds half of her position and she spends half of her time at Corte Madera Fire doing
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CQI, continuous quality improvement, and nurse education. CMFA also works with the Nurse
Educator and the CQI specialist for RVPA and Marin County Fire, and what they do is divide and
conquer their roles and do a little bit of work for both agencies just based on their specialties.
Chair Way called for any questions from the public on the org chart. Seeing none, she called for
the next item on the agenda, the Consent Calendar.
CONSENT CALENDAR
Chair Way called for requests for any items to be removed from the Consent Calendar for
discussion. Seeing none, she called for a motion.
A. Approve Resolution No. 2019/13 to Tax Defer Member Paid California Public Employees’
Retirement System (CalPERS) Retirement Contributions
B. Acknowledge and File Central Marin Fire Authority’s Accounts Payable Check Listing for
April 2019
C. Approve Minutes of March 22, 2019 Special Fire Council Meeting
There was a motion and a second (Ravasio/Bailey) to approve the Consent Calendar. The motion
was approved unanimously.

BUSINESS ITEMS
A. Approval of Resolution No. 2019/14 Adopting the Fiscal Year 2019-2020 Central
Marin Fire Authority Budget
Recommendation: that Council receives the presentation and approves the Resolution
adopting the FY 2019-20 budget for the Central Marin Fire Authority
Finance Manager Daria Carrillo introduced the proposed budget for the 2019-20 Fiscal Year. She
presented a spread sheet summarizing the proposed revenue and expenses, followed by a page
that breaks down proposed revenue and expenses in more detail. She reported that the budget for
2019-20 has increased by nearly one million dollars over the budget for the current fiscal year,
11.7%, but about half of that increase has to do with expenditures that were previously paid by
Larkspur and Corte Madera, now being paid by the Fire Authority. The main expense is the
insurance transfer. Central Marin Fire, is a member of Bay Cities JPIA, as are Larkspur and Corte
Madera. Bay Cities JPIA is a pool for insurance and in past years, Larkspur and Corte Madera paid
the premiums for the workers' compensation, as well as the general liability and property
insurance. This year, that has been transferred to Central Marin Fire Authority. So that $422,000
line item is the cost transferred to the insurance fund. That includes the premiums, and also
$70,000 in claims, in case any claims arise. A separate insurance fund has been established to
track insurance expenses.
Finance Manager Carrillo further explained that although the Fire Authority, and indirectly, the City
of Larkspur and the Town of Corte Madera, will pay that $422,000, the premiums for the individual
agencies will decrease. In Corte Madera's case, it will decrease by about $100,000, and although
she was not sure about Larkspur’s decrease, she stated that she received a spreadsheet from Bay
Cities JPIA which indicated it would decrease about $140,000.
In addition, Marin Emergency Radio Authority (MERA) costs that were paid by the agencies in the
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past were also transferred to the Fire Authority in this year, and that amounts to about $67,000.
The remaining portion of the increase has to do with, but not limited to, salaries and benefits.
There is a 2% increase to the salary schedule that is included, step increases that are scheduled,
PERS retirement that is included, and currently three vacant positions that are included, although
they have not yet been filled.
Most of the other costs are flat. Supplies increased 3% overall, because costs typically go up every
year. She also reported that there is a surplus projected for the current fiscal year of about
$189,000 and that is related to overtime reimbursement from the State of California for emergency
response. Even though overtime has exceeded the budget, because there was an emergency
response, the State is reimbursing the Fire Authority for those costs. She stated that $657,000 had
been received in reimbursement, at the time of budget preparation, but currently the total
reimbursement received is at $704,000. And that is because often times the numbers cross fiscal
years, so that is why there is the surplus. Regarding the $189,000 currently listed as a surplus, if
that actually does materialize, staff will be asking to transfer that to the insurance fund in order to
fund an insurance reserve.
Chair Way asked how much has been billed so far for emergency wildfire responses. Chief Shurtz
responded that the Authority has billed the State for $737,000, and has received nearly all of the
requested reimbursement.
Chair Way called for any questions from Council for staff.
Council member Chu stated that he often finds fund accounting in public sector kind of odd,
because if you really wanted to match up something that is a reimbursement, it's really an offset,
as opposed to an actual expense that you accrue. Finance Manager Carrillo responded that she
has asked the auditors about that in the past, and they have advised that it is generally not
recommended to abate expenditures in government accounting, that it is best to book it as
revenue. The possible reason being so you can find it later, so you can run reports of State
reimbursement for overtime cost, rather than having to comb through the payroll expenditures
looking for it. The auditors advised her to do it this way.
Chair Way asked if they anticipate in the Governor's new budget that the reimbursements for out of
county work in the wildland fire time will be greater this year. Chief Shurtz responded that it is hard
to know for sure, it depends on how significant the fire season is. He stated that we are in the last
year of the CFAA agreement so everybody is anticipating that getting renegotiated for the next
wildfire season. And the feds right now are actually posturing to change the agreement prior to the
expiration of the CFAA and there is a lot of talk about that amongst the fire chiefs. Most of our
responses are for state incidents. Our firefighter do also go to federal incidents, but the lion’s
share are state incidents.
Chair Way then called for any questions from the public. Seeing none, she called for a motion.
There was a motion and a second (Bailey/Ravasio) to adopt Resolution No. 2019/14 adopting the
Fiscal Year 2019-2020 Central Marin Fire Authority Budget. The motion was approved
unanimously.
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B. Approval of Resolution No. 2019/15 Identifying the Terms and Conditions for Fire
Department Response Away From the Official Duty Station and Assigned to an OutOf-County Emergency Incident
Recommendation: that Council discuss and approve the Resolution as presented

Chief Shurtz reported that the requested resolution is a housekeeping item. A similar resolution
already exists for Larkspur and Corte Madera and he is bringing this request forward because, as
a new agency, he anticipates that the State will require the same from CMFA. It is a requirement
from the State OES to acknowledge that if they are to reimburse CMFA for portal to portal
responses, which means staff are on the clock as soon as they leave do not get off the clock until
they are back and available for local response, that we have that memorialized in an MOU. State
OES wants to ensure that they are paying CMFA for what we are paying our employees. The
language in the resolution is what is required by State OES.
Chair Way called for any questions from Council for staff.
Council member Bailey inquired about the $739,000 that was invoiced for reimbursement during
the last fire season. It is greater than the amount listed as revenue from State OES. Chief Shurtz
responded that they are still waiting on reimbursement for a couple of incidents.
Councilmember Bailey asked if State OES ever pushes back on numbers provided or tries to
negotiate reimbursements. Chief Shurtz responded that they never push back on the numbers if
they are accurate but the amount of time it can take to receive the reimbursements varies. A salary
survey is submitted every year so that the reimbursement request is based on accurate salaries.
Chair Way then any questions from the public. Seeing none, she called for a motion.
There was a motion and a second (Ravasio/Chu) to adopt Resolution No. 2019/15 identifying the
Terms and Conditions for Fire Department Response Away From the Official Duty Station and
Assigned to an Out-Of-County Emergency Incident

ADJOURNMENT
There was a motion and a second (Bailey/Ravasio) to adjourn the meeting.
The Council adjourned the meeting at 7:15 p.m. to the next regular meeting scheduled for August
8, 2019.

___________________________
Rebecca Vaughn, Authority Clerk
Central Marin Fire Council
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CENTRAL MARIN FIRE COUNCIL
STAFF REPORT
REPORT DATE: July 29, 2019
MEETING DATE: August 8,2019

TO

Central Marin Fire Authority Council

FROM:

Daria Carrillo, Finance Director

SUBJECT:

Consideration and Possible Action to Establish a Trust to Invest Funds for the
Purpose of Pre-Funding Other Post Employment Benefits Obligations

#*****#+
RECOMMENDED ACTION:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

That Fire Council approve the attached Resolution declaring the intent to invest funds for
the purpose of pre-funding Other Post Employment Benefits Obligations (OPEB).
That Fire Council approve Central Marin Fire Authority joining the California Public
Entities Board of Authority, a Multi-Employer trust.
That Fire Council designate an investment strategy for the trust.
That Fire Council approve a transfer of $15,968 into the OPEB trust, the balance collected
from employees for OPEB liability as of July 29,2019.
That Fire Council approve the transfer of funds future payroll deductions for OPEB

liability.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
Central Marin Fire Authority has retiree medical benefits, of Other Post Employment Benefits
(OPEB) obligations to employees who retire from Central Marin Fire Authority. Employees
who retired from Town of Corte Madera and City of Larkspur Fire Departments prior to March
25,2019, the effective date of Central Marin Fire Authority, remain the responsibility of the
agency from which they retired.
Employees with a seniority date before March 31,2015 who retire from the Fire Authority and
have a combination of 15 or more consecutive years of service with the Fire Authority, City of
Larkspur and/or the Town of Corte Madera are eligible for Fire Authority paid medical
contributions at the rate of the CaIPERS medical plan Kaiser Bay Area 2pafty rate. Retirees
must participate in the CaIPERS medical plan in order to receive this benefit. Employees who
are eligible for this tier of retiree medical benefits pay $60.00 per month toward the Fire
Authority's OPEB liability. As of July 29,2019, $15,968 has been collected. This includes the

VII.A

amounts collected from City of Larkspur and Town of Corte Madera for the period September
I0,2018 through March 24,2019, as well as the amount collected from Central Marin Fire
Authority since its effective date of March25,20|9.
Employees with a seniority date after March 31,2015 are enrolled in a Retiree Health Savings
account to which both the employee and the Fire Authority contribute. These employees are not
eligible for Fire Authority retiree paid medical benefits other than the CaIPERS statutorily
required payment, Public Employees Medical and Hospital Care Act (PEMHCA), which is
currently $136 per month. Retirees must participate in the CaIPERS medical plan in order for
the PEMHCA payment to apply.

Bartel Associates has been engaged to perform an actuarial valuation of the Fire Authority's
OPEB liability. In February 2018, in anticipation of the JPA formation, Bartel Associates
provided an estimate of $7,345,000 of the Fire Authority's OPEB liability as of June 30,2017.
This assumes no pre-funding. Because no significant pre-funding is assumed, Bartel Associates
used a discount rate of 4o/o in the calculation. Preliminary calculations by Bartel Associates
using a 6.25 to 7 .7 5%o discount rate show that prefunding at various levels would result in a
liability of approximately 54.7 to $5.1 million. Bartel Associates will provide a report in the
future which shows the impact of pre-funding at various levels.
In order to pre-fund the Fire Authority's OPEB obligations, staff recommends establishing a
Section 115 OPEB trust, which will be administered by Keenan. The benefits of establishing
this trust are as follows:

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

The Fire Authority will maintain oversight of investment strategies and will have control
over risk tolerance.
There is investment flexibility with this trust as compared to the restrictions on General
fund investments in accordance with California Government Code Section 53216.1.
Assets in the trust will offset OPEB liabilities and will reported in the Town's financial
statements.
Funds invested in the trust can only be used for OPEB obligations.
The Town has discretion on any additional amounts to invest, if any, in the trust each
yeat.

Keenan is the Fire Authority's broker for dental and life insurance, as well as the City of
Larkspur's broker for dental and life insurance, and the Town of Corte Madera's broker for
dental insurance. Keenan also administers the Town of Corte Madera's Section 115 Pension
Stabilization Trust. Keenan administers Section 115 trusts for over 100 school districts in
California, as well as for municipalities.
Keenan, in partnership with Beneht Trust Company and Morgan Stanley Wealth Management,
has developed a Multi-Employer Trust, an investment process for small agencies. Under the
Multi-Employer Trust arrangement, small agencies can achieve economies of scales and will pay
approximately one third of the fees of the Single Employer trust. Central Marin Fire Authority
would be the third agency to join the Multi-Employer trust. The other members are the City of
Lincoln and the City of Millbrae. The Multi-Employer Trust has no minimum contribution.
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Each agency's assets are segregated and not co-mingled with other assets in the trust. Each
agency can choose its own investment strategy, which can be changed at any time. Information
regarding the various investment strategies is attached.

If the Fire Authority

chooses to authorize membership in the Multi-Employer Trust, the next step
is to designate a funding strategy for its investments in the trust. The six options as detailed on
the attached document range from conservative to aggressive. The Town of Corte Madera has
chosen the Moderate Growth strategy for its Pension Stabilization Trust. This selection was
based on the recommendation of the Town's Finance Committee. Based on Town's selection,
and the statistics provided on the attachment, staff recommends the Fire Authority select the
Moderate Growth strategy.

FISCAL IMPACT:
Transferring the $15,968 referred to above will begin the process of prefunding the Fire
Authority's OPEB obligation. These funds have been collected through employee payroll
deduction as required by the Memorandum of Understanding between Central Marin Fire
Authority and its employees. Funds deducted in the future as required by the MOU will also be
deposited in the trust. These contributions do not have any effect on the Fire Authority's budget.
Any additional pre funding would need to be approved by the Fire Council.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
This activity is not defined as a project under CEQA (Section 15378 CEQA Guidelines)

OPTIONS:
1. Approve Recommendations 1-5 as listed above.
2. Approve some of the Recommendations and reject others.
3. Approve the Recommendations with modifications to some of all of the Recommendations.
4. Take no action at this time and provide further direction to staff

ATTACHMENTS:

l. Proposed Resolution No. 2019117, Resolution of the Fire Council of Central Marin

Fire

Authority Declaring the Intent to Invest Funds For the Purpose of Pre-Funding Other PostEmployment Benefits Obligations.
2. California Public Entity Multiple Employer Trust Participation Agreement
3. Muni Met Portfolio Update, 2nd Quarter 2019
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ATTACHMENT
Proposed Resolution No.

1

20l9ll7

Resolution of the Fire Council of Central Marin Fire Authority
Declaring the Intent to Invest Funds For the Purpose of Pre-Funding
Other Post-Employment Benefits Obligations

4

RESOLUTION NO. 2OI9II7
RESOLUTION OF THE FIRE COUNCIL OF THE CENTRAL MARIN FIRE
AUTHORITY DECLARING THE INTENT TO INVEST FUNDS FOR THE PURPOSE
OF PRE.FUNDING OTHER POSTEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS OBLIGATIONS

WHEREAS, the Central Marin Fire Authority (the "Authority") has incurred certain
obligations to provide eligible employees (and former employees) and their eligible dependents
and beneficiaries with life, sick, hospitalization, major medical, accident, disability, dental and
other similar benefits (sometimes referred to as "other post-employment benefits," or "OPEB");
and

WHEREAS, the Authority desires to utilize a trust to for the purposes of: (i) investment and
disbursement of funds irrevocably designated for the payment of its OPEB obligations in
compliance with Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statement Nos. 74 and 75; and (ii)
investment and disbursement of excess funds held for future use in connection with any lawful
pu{pose, as further described herein; and

WHEREAS, Keenan

&

Associates ('oKeenan") has presented the "California Public Entity
Multiple Employer Trust" (ooMuniMET" or the "Program") as an alternative for accomplishing
the above objectives and the Authority desires to engage Keenan and other necessary parties to
assist in the process of utilizing a trust (the "Trust") for these approved objectives; and
WHEREAS, the "Authority" desires to invest funds through the Program; and
WHEREAS the Board of Authority will have the authority to engage other necessary providers of
services in connection with the Program, including the adoption of the Trust, the appointment of a
fiduciary trustee and custodian, as well as to make other decisions with regard to the Trust and
other applicable agreements ;

NOW THEREFORE, be it:
RESOLVED, that the Authority names

EXECUTIVE MANAGER
with authority to make decisions on behalf of and in the name of the Authority with regard to the
implementation of the Trust and other corresponding agreements until such time as his or her
successor shall be appointed by the City; and
authorized and instructed to execute the
Participation Agreement and any other agreement necessary in the name of and on behalf of the
Authority with regard to the Trust.

RESOLVED, that the above-named designee

is

tr

J

I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that I am the Fire Authority Chair of the Central Marin Fire Authority
and that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of the resolutions

ofthe Fire Council, duly adopted

and approved at a meeting which was duly called and held in accordance with all applicable
provisions of law, on August 8,2019.

I FURTHER CERTIFY that the above resolutions

are presently in

full force and effect

and have

not been amended or revoked.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this certificate has been

executed on August 8,2019

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that the foregoing Resolution was duly and regularly adopted by
the Central Marin Fire Authority at a regular meeting thereof held on August 8,2019, by the
following vote, to wit:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

Councilmembers:
Councilmembers:
Councilmembers:

Catherine Way, Authority Chair

ATTEST:

Rebecca Vaughn, Authority Clerk
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ATTACHMENT 2
California Public Entity Multiple Employer Trust Participation
Agreement

1

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC ENTITY MULTIPLE EMPLOYER TRUST
PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT
THIS PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT is entered into by the undersigned California
political subdivision (the "Adopting Entity") and Benefit Trust Company, a Kansas corporation,
o'Trust"),
as Trustee (the "Trustee") of the California Public Entity Multiple Employer Trust (the
effective as of the date specified on the signature page (the "Effective Date"), with reference to
the following:
o'Board") of the Trust has established the Trust to
The Board of Authority (the
fund retiree medical and other post-employment obligations ("OPEB") of participating public
entities in the State of California. The Trust is intended to qualify as a trust arrangement that is
tax exempt under applicable guidance and procedures under Section 115 of the Internal Revenue

A.

Code.

B.

The Adopting Entity has adopted a plan to provide OPEB to its eligible
employees (the "Plan") and desires to have the Trust hold contributions it makes in order to
provide such OPEB benefits.

C.

In order to participate in the Trust, the Adopting Entity must be a political
in the State of California and must enter into this Participation Agreement (the

subdivision
"Agreement").

NOW, THEREFORE, the Adopting Entity and the Trustee agree as follows:

1.

Participation. The undersigned Adopting Entity agrees to all of the provisions,
terms and conditions of the Trust and agrees to participate in the Trust in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement. The Adopting Entity agrees to cooperate in providing any information
reasonably required by the Trustee or the Board to administer the Trustee properly.

2.

Representations of Adopting Entity. The Adopting Entity makes the following
representations and warranties, and acknowledges that the Trustee is relying on these
representations in entering into this Agreement:

(a)

The Adopting Entity is a political subdivision within the State of

California under the California Constitution and applicable sections of the Government
Code.

(b)

By executing this Agreement, the Adopting Entity acknowledges that it

has determined that the Trust is appropriate for its retirees

(c)

The Plan has been adopted by all necessary action of the goveming body
of the Adopting Entity and remains in full force and effect, in compliance with all
applicable legal requirements.

t

(d)

The adoption of this Agreement has been approved by all necessary action
of the Adopting Entity's governing body and the person signing this Agreement on its
behalf is authorized to do so.

(e)

Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement by the Adopting
Entity, nor compliance by the Adopting Entity with any of the provisions hereof, nor the
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby, will result in a default, or give
rise to any right of termination, cancellation or acceleration, under any term, condition or
provision of any agreement or other instrument or obligation to which the Adopting
Entity is a party or by which it or any of its properties or assets may be bound.

(0

The Adopting Entity has received a copy of the Declaration of Trust, is
aware of the terms and conditions thereof and agrees that in the event of any conflict
between the terms of the Trust and this Agreement, the terms of the Trust will control.

(g)

The Adopting Entity has not received any legal, accounting or investment
advice from the Trustee, the Board or their representatives. The Adopting Entity
acknowledges that it has had the opporlunity to consult with independent legal counsel
regarding this Agreement and the Trust.

3.

Administration Fees. The Trustee will allocate, in its sole discretion, reasonable
administration expenses to each Adopting Entity's account in the Trust. If the amount in the
Adopting Entity's account is insufficient to pay its portion of the administration expenses, the
Trustee shall invoice the Adopting Entity, and the Adopting Entity agrees to pay its portion of
administration expenses within 30 days.

4.

Responsibility for Legal Compliance. The Adopting Entity acknowledges that
the Trustee will not be responsible for compliance with the notice requirements of the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 ("COBRA"), the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA"), the Mental Health Parity Act, the
Newborn and Mothers' Health Protection Act, or the Women's Health and Cancer Rights Act, or
any other notice required by Federal or state law. Any such compliance under those acts shall be
the responsibility of the Adopting Entity to the extent applicable.

5.

Indemnification. The Adopting Entity agrees to indemnify and hold

harmless
and losses, including attorneys'

the Trust, the Trustee and the Board from any and all liabilities
fees, arising out of the claim by any person for damages caused by or resulting from the failure
of the Adopting Entity to comply with the provisions of the Plan, the Trust or applicable
requirements of federal or state law.

6.

Amendment and Termination.

(a) This Agreement and the Declaration of

Trust constitute the entire
participation
in the Trust. This
agreement of the parties concerning the Adopting Entity's
Agreement may be amended only through a written document executed by the Trustee
and the Adopting Entity.
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(b)

The Agreement may be terminated by the Adopting Entity by providing
90 days written notification of its intent to terminate its participation in the Trust;
provided that upon such a termination, none of the assets held in the Trust for the benefit
of the Adopting Entity's employees shall be returned or otherwise made available to the
Adopting Entity for any purpose.

(c)

The Trust may be terminated in accordance with the provisions of the

Declaration of Trust.

(d)

The Adopting Entity's rights and obligations under this Agreement cannot
be assigned without the written consent of the Trustee.

7.

Right to Rely.

(a)

The Adopting Entity acknowledges that the Trustee will rely upon any
representations that it or any of its authorized representatives make to the Board.

(b)

The Adopting Entity hereby designates the persons identified on the
signature page of this Agreement as the person authorized to represent the Adopting
Entity in connection with matters regarding the Adopting Entity's participation in the
Trust and the benefits provided under the Trust (the "Authorized Representative"), and
agrees that the Board and the Trustee may rely upon the representations of this person
until and unless notified in writing that this person is no longer authorized to represent
the Adopting Entity in this manner. Any such notice must identify a new person who
will serve as the Adopting Entity's designated representative'

8.

General Provisions.

(a)

Any notice required under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be
fumished to the recipient at the addresses provided separately by the parties, unless the
recipient has provided the sender with notice of a change of address.

(b)

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Califomia.

(c)

The failure of the Trustee to seek redress for violation of or to insist upon
the strict performance of any provision of the Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver
and will not prevent a subsequent act, which would have originally constituted a
violation, from having the effect of an original violation. The rights and remedies
provided in this Agreement are cumulative and the use of any right or remedy does not
ii-it th. Trustee's right to use any or all other remedies. All rights and remedies in this
Agreement are in addition to any other legal or equitable rights that the Trustee may
have.
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(d)

Every provision of the Agreement is intended to be severable. If any term
or provision hereof is invalid for any reason whatsoever, its invalidity will not affect the
validity of the remainder of the Agreement.

(e)

This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts with the
same effect as if all parties hereto had all signed the same document. All counterparts
shall be construed together and shall constitute one agreement.

(f)

Unless the context requires otherwise, the use of a feminine pronoun
includes the masculine and the neuter, and vice versa, and the use of the singular includes
the plural, and vice versa.

(g)

The headings used in this Agreement are provided for convenience and are
not intended to be apart of this Agreement or to influence the interpretation of the terms
of this Agreement. This Agreement shall not be construed on the basis of which party
drafted the Agreement or a particular provision thereof.

9.

Selection of Model Portfolio. The Adopting Entity has reviewed its
tolerance for risk and its requirements for the investment of the Account, and has also reviewed
the model portfolios offered by the Trustee. Solely and by virtue of this review, the Adopting
Entity hereby directs the Trustee to invest the assets of the Account in accordance with the
following model portfolio with its commensurate approximate target asset allocation,
understanding that the target asset allocation will vary from time to time based upon market
fluctuations, and that with the exception of Fixed Income, model portfolio asset allocations may
be adjusted +l- 5% from time to time at the discretion of the Trustee:
CHECK ONE:

n
!
n
n
!
n

Fixed Income (100% fixed income securities)
Conservative (16% equity securities, 84% fixed income securities)

Moderate (33% equity securities,

670/o

fixed income securities)

Moderate Growth (45% equity securities,55o fixed income securities)

Growth (6I% equity securities, 39Vofixed income securities)
Aggressive Growth (76% equity securities,24yo fixed income securities)

The Adopting Entity understands and agrees that the Trustee shall be under no duty to question
the prudence of the model portfolio the Adopting Entity directs, and shall have no liability for
any loss of any kind which may result by reason of the inherent volatility of the asset allocation
directed. Once the Adopting Entity has directed the Account to be invested pursuant to a model
portfolio as listed above the Trustee will assume discretionary authority and responsibility for its
management.
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The Adopting Entity may change the designation of the model portfolio to be utilized by
executing an amendment to this section 9 of the Participation Agreement. Said amendment
go into effect upon the acknowledgement of receipt by the Trustee.

will

10. List two Individuals appointed as Authorized Representatives:
Todd Cusimano, Executive Manager
Daria Carrillo, Finance Director

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement
August 8,2019.

as

of

Adopting Entity:
CENTRAL MARIN FIRE AUTHORITY

BENEFIT TRUST COMPANY, TRUSTEE
FOR THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC ENTITY
MULTIPLE EMPLOYER TRUST

By:

By:
Scott W. Rankin, Senior Vice President

Name:

Title:
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Muni Met Portfolio Update, 2nd Quarter 2019

B

CMuniMET
A Keenan Solution

Portfolio Update

- 2nd Quarter 2019

Cary M. Allison, CIMA@
Senior nstitutional Consultant
U.S. Government Entity Specialist
I
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Portfolio Returns
As of June 3O'0, 2O7g

Portfolio

3Mo

L-Yr

3-Yr

5-Yr

L0-Yr

Fixed lncome

2.75o'4

6.Llo/o

3.63Yo

3.Llo/o

5.49o/o

3.08%

7.87%

2.37%

2.95%

3.90%

Be nch mo r k ( Ba

rcloy's Ag g re gote )

Conservative
Benchmork (15% ACWI

/

3.06Yo

6.LLo/o

4.84%

3.44%

6.Lt%

3.78%

7.55%

3.72%

3.50%

4.97%

3.34%

5.98o/o

6.L8Yo

4.16%

7.O4%

3.27%

7.76%

5.12%

4.02%

6.07%

3.s2%

5.9;4%

7.23%

4.72%

7.7L%

Agg)

3.33%

6.70%

6.49%

4.51%

7.00%

3.66%

5.46Ya

8.43%

5.280/o

8.49%

40% BC Agg)

3.36%

6.16%

7.86%

4.96%

7.96%

85% BC Agg)

Moderate
Benchmork (30% ACWI

/ 70% BC Agg)

Moderate Growth
Benchmqrk (45%

ACWI/ 55%

BC

Growth
Benchmork (60% ACWI

/

Aggressive Growth

3.88%

5,43%

9.9L%

5.98Yo

9.42o/o

Benchmark (75% ACWI

3.38%

5.56%

9.20%

5.39%

8.88%

NOTE: The

/

25% BC Agg)

portfolios listed above are sample representations only and may be altered from time to time at the discretion of

the trustee.
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Moderate
Quarter

Fixedlncome Conservative Moderate

Aggressive

Growth

Growth

Growth

Quarterly Returns
3/37/2OO8

o.72%

-037%

-L.49%

-3.40%

-1.76%

-1.75%

-7.47%

-5.r3%
-L.25%

-6s0%

6l30/2008

-75L%

9/30/2OO8

-3j9%

-5.53%

-7.O8%

'8.88o/o

-LL.99%

72/3t/2OO8
3/3r/2OOs

o.28%

-4.72%
-2.90%

-6.76%

-9.65%

-2.2I%

-4.38%

-550%

-t3.Lr%
-7.1t%

-L7.53%

-o.34%

7.63%

9.64%
9.48%

12.O8%

13.79%

L5.9Io/o

19.L60/o

Llj8%

15.75%

2.60%
3.83%
-2.38%

72.23%
2.90%

73.84%

2.26%

318%

3.67%

3.97%
-3.89%

4.23%
-5.73%

4A6%
-7.85%

7.61%
2.45%

8.68%

9.87%

77.4s%

3s7%

5.O3%

2.58%

3.O9%

0.97%
-70.68%
4.96%

6.92%
3.58%
o.49%

6/30/2OOe
9/30/2OOs

72/37/2009

3/37/2o7o

LO4%

2.06%
3.31%

3.59%

6/30/2O7O
9/30/2OLO
12/37/2O7O

7.74%

-o.35%

4.69%

6.20%

-o30%

os8%

3/3U2071

1.50%

2.26%

6l30/2Or1-

2.rs%

I.88%
t.93%

L.5L%

L.28%

s/30/2017

o.L7%

-2.89%

-5.87%

12l3tlzltt

7.52%

235%

330%

-7.78%
3.98%

3/sr/2or2

2.75%

4.06%

537%

6/30/2OL2

L.89%
3.75%

0s7%
4.74%

L.52%

t2l3r/2Or3

o.60%
-2.99%
o.94%
o.94%

3/3tl2ot4
6/30/2014

-0.97%

-9.L7%

-L3.70%

-o.66%

6.27%
-1.62%

-2.93%

437%

4s7%

4.92%

7.A9%

2.22%

2.39%

2.63%

6.08%
9.09%
-4.29%
5.18%
2.83%

7.47%

2.55%

332%

-2A8%
r.64%
r.90%

-r.80%

-L36%

4.37%
-o.74%

-0.o9%

2s8%

330%

4.29%

5.24%

2.85o/o

3.43%

5.33%

2.L4%

2.04%

7.97Yo

2.05P/o

436%
t.89%

2.87%
-o.60%

330%

3.65%

4.O2%

-7.LI%

72/31/2Ot4

2.52%
-o.04%
o.83%

-156%
r.18%

-2.t7%
L50%

3/3u20rs

7s4%

2.15%

7.61%
2.48%
-o.30%

9/30/2072
t2/31/2012
3/37/2013
6l30/2013
e/30/2or3

9/30/201^4

7.62%

557%

t.85%
437%
-2.6L%

6130/20Ls

-1.70%

o.59%
1.63%
-7.40%

-1.03%

-o.87%

2.37%
-0.60%

9/30/z}ts

-O.38o/o

-7.97%

-3.16%

-3.99%

-5.L9%

-6.33%

12/31./2O1s

-o.42%

o.57%

rs3%

2.89%

3.74%

3/3L/2016
6/30/2016
e/30/2ot6

2.62%

1.76%

736%
1s4%

L.O5%

2.26%

2.70%
L.92%

1..27%

2.O5%

2.89%

2.06%
L64%
7.68%
3.48%

4.27%

5.O5%

12/31./2076
313!/2OL7

-t.78%

-r.20%
252%

-0.85%

'O.55o/o

o.o8%

0.47%

1s5%

332%

3.A5%

4.41o/o

5.12%

6/30/2077
s/30/2017

2.O5%

2.35%

2.73%

3.OO%

3.32%

3.67%

r.37%
0.80%

t.82%
r.32%

2.44%

2.79%

333%

7s5%

2.43%

3.03%

3.87%
3.69%

3/3L/201.8

-o.24%

'O.33o/"

-0.33%

-o.22%

-0.24%

-oj8%

6/30/2OL8

-o.57%

-o.77%

o2t%

L1t%

7s7%

el30l2078

o.78%
0A7%
2.60%

0.66%

r.43%

0.63%
7.93%

2.43%

3.O5%

-7.86%

-4.67%

-6.53%

-8s8%

-77.27%

4.22%

6.06%

7.4L%

LL.OO%

2.75%

3.06%

334%

3s2%

9.12%
3.66%

12/3t/2Ot7

L2/37/2078
3/31/2O7s
6/30/2Or9

0.97%
L.89%

7.75%

L.42%

3.88%

Cary M. Allison, CIMA
Senior lnstitutional Consultant
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Moderate

quarter

Fixedlncome Conservative Moderate

Aggressive

Growth

Growth

Growth

5A6%
642%

5.43o/o

9.9L%

Annualized Rolling Returns (per year)

l Year

Years
3 Years
4 Years
5 Years
6 Years
7 Years
8 Years
9 Years
10 Years
11 Years
2

Annual Returns
2008
2009
2010

6.1I%

6.1,1%

5s8%

3.7O%

4.36%
4.84%

5.t4%

4.27%

5.O7Yo

5.94%
5.83%
7.23%
5.70%

3.44%

4.3.60/o

4.72%

3.63%
3.75%
3.71%

7.45%

3^7O%

430%

5.29Yo

6.06o/a

3,57%

4.40%

6.49Yo

3.93Yo

435%

5.69yo

6.3oo/o

7.00%

4.40%
5.49%

5.11%

6.88%

7.74%

8.77%

7.71%

8.49%

5.37%

5.52%

5.60%
5.12%
6.73%
7.04%
5.83%

8.43%
6.36%
5.28%
6.89%
7.55%

5.99o/o

6.13o/o

9.42%
6.t8%

6.7L%

6.78yo

724%
5.98o/"
7.87o/"

8.74%

-3.70%

-8.88%

-I4.75o/o

-20.o9%

-25.83Yo

-32.79%

18.28%

20.03%

2225%

24.18o/o

26.47%

29.88%

9.7t%

!0.7Oo/o

12.48%

5.44%

3.21yo

-O.38o/o

13.39%
-2.47%

L4.77%

ZOLL

tL.74%
7.ro%

20t2

10.27%

tt.o5%

IL.67%o

tt.94o/o

L2.490A

L2.93%

2013

-056%

2.49%

6.25%

8.89yo

t2.75o/o

16.92%

20r4

5s4%

4.95o/o

5.tt%

535%

2015

-o.98%

-t.2t%

-o.85%

-4.78%

5.24%
-o.74%

-o.72%

2016

4.38%

4.92%

s.63%

636%

2017

63t%

8.25o/o

12.62%

2018

-o.16%

-1.71/o

LO.85%
-3.42%

2019 YTD

5.42o/o

7.41o/o

9.640/o

Statistics
Worst Quarter
Average Quarter

-3.19%

-4.L2o/o

r26%

Best Quarter

8.A4%

L.28%
9.64%

L2,O8%

Worst 1-Year Period
Average 1-Year Period
Best l-Year Period

-4.71%

-1056%

-17.25%

5.32%
22.67%

5.49%
27.15%

5.89o/o

-2t.83%
6.t7%

32.75%

36.63Yo

-4.71o/o

5.19o/o

L7.3Oo/o

-4.34%

7.40%
L4.85%
-5.96%

11.r9%

73.11%

15.37%

-6.76%

-9.65%

-t3.tt%

-17s3%

t.36%

1.40%
t3.79%

L.45%

1s3%

15s7%

L9.t6%

-27.37o/o

-34.71%

6s3%
41sI%

4937%

8.t7o/o

-6.99%

6.970/o

Worst 3-Year Rolling Period

130%

3.13o/o

5.640/"

2.09%
6.05%

3.290/o

Average 3-Year Rolling Period

6,78%

Best 3-Year Rolling Period

13.68%

15.32o/o

17.40o/o

7.29%
18,83%

2.12%
7.92%
20.68%

Worst 5-Year Rolling Period
Average 5-Year Rolling Period

2.87%
5.60%

3.15%

3.57%

3s6%

3.34Yo

L.55%

6.to%

7.O2%

7.67%

9.47o/o

Best 5-Year Rolling Period

to.75%

72.57%

14.95%

L5.63%

8.49%
14.91%

Q,O4YO

8.63%

2350%

22.O3%

Cary M. Allison, CIMA
Senior lnstitutional Consultant
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Fixed lncome

.This is our most conservative portfolio with 100% fixed income. No equities. The duration of this
portfolio is intennediate, and kept in the 3-5 year range. About 20% of the bonds are global, providing
further diversifi cation.

.Our conservative portfolio is a step up in risk from the fixed income portfolio, by adding -16%
equities, Since correlations between equities and bonds are low, having a small amount of equities
only marginally increases the risk (compared to Fixed lncome) while increasing projec{ed retums.

.The modorate portfolio increases equities to 33% of the portfolio. The moderate, moderate growth,

Moderate

Moderate
Growth

Growth

Aggressive
Growth

growth, and aggressive growth portfolio are our longer-term portfolios, designed to be kept for at least
a 3-5 year timeframe. Please check out historical performance of all portfolios to get a sense of how
they perforrned in bad markets (like 2008) as well as good marketE (like 2009). Also look at 1, 3, and
5 year rolling periods to get a sense of variability. This portfolio should be held at least 3 years.

.The moderate growth portfolio has approximately 45o/o invested in equities, and is the most evenly
balanced between fixed income and equities. Holding period for this portfolio should be 4-5
years. This portfolio has only slightly more risk than the moderate portfolio if held for at least 3 years.

.The growth portfolio has approximately 60% invested in equities. The groMh and aggressive growth

portfolios are the only portfolios with a majority of assets in equities, thus the holding period for these
portfolios should be at least five years.

.This portfolio is our highest risk portfglio with approximalelyTSo/o in equities. This portfolio should be
held for at least five years, with clients preparod to weather both the highs and lows of the
market- This portfolio should produce this highest returns over a full market cyole given its higher
level oJ risk, but it is the least efficient portfolio, taking on incrementally more risk than the growth
portfolio to achieve. only marginally better
page

returns.
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CENTRAL MARIN FIRE COUNCIL
STAFF REPORT
REPORT DATE: July 19,2019
MEETING DATE: August 8,2019

TO:

Central Marin Fire Authority Council

FROM:

Scott Shurtz, Authority Chief

SUBJECT:

Central Marin Fire Authority Response to the 2019 Grand Jury Report Titled
Wildfire Preparedness: A New Approach

**#*+*#*
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Authorize the Chair to sign the letter and response to the Grand Jury Report.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION

:

On April 25,2019, the Marin Civil Grand Jury released the report Wildfire Preparedness: A New
Approach. The report calls upon the Central Marin Fire Authority to respond to all but two of its
recommendations. The topic of this report is of tremendous importance to all Marin residents. As
a sign of our commitment to addressing the threat of wildfires in a collaborative, countywide
fashion, the executives of Marin's municipalities and fire agencies have worked together to prepare
responses to all of the report's findings and recommendations.

FISCAL IMPACT:
This item is an administrative requirement and does not have a direct fiscal impact.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
This activity is not defined as a project under CEQA (Section 15378 CEQA Guidelines)

OPTIONS:

1.

2.
3.

Authorize the Chair to sign the letter.
Authorize the Chair to sign the letter with changes.
Take no action at this time and provide further direction to staff,

VII.B

ATTACHMENTS:

1.

2.

Letter with Responses to Findings and Recommendations
Grand Jury Report Titled Wildfire Preparedness: A New Approach

ATTACHMENT

1

Letter with Responses to Findings and Recommendations

CENTRAL MARIN FIRE AUTHORITY
Corte Maderct

- Larhspur-

SCOTT SHURTZ

Fire Chief

August 8,20L9
Pat Randolph, Foreperson

Marin County Civil Grand fury
3501 Civic Center Drive, Room #275
San Rafael, CA94903
Foreperson Randolph,
At its regular meeting on August 8,2019 the Central Marin Fire Council reviewed
the report "wildfire Preparedness: A New Approach", dated April 25, 2019. The
report calls for a response from the Central Marin Fire Authority Council to all but
two of the recommendations. It does not require the Authority's response to the
findings. However, recognizing the significant importance of this topic to all Marin
residents, the Central Marin Fire Authority Council is choosing to respond to all the
report's findings and recommendations. Further, addressing the challenge of
wildfire preparedness is a countywide task, and in the spirit of collaboration,
Central Marin Fire representatives have joined representatives from all Marin's
affected agencies to prepare a comprehensive response.
The Central Marin Fire Authority has made significant progress in tackling many of
the recommendations included in the Grand Jury's report and had already
implemented many of the recommendations prior to the Grand fury's inquiry.
Through the consolidation of the Larkspur and Corte Madera Fire Departments,
Central Marin Fire has been able to more effectively leverage available resources to
provide 24/7 operational battalion chief coverage, a full-time fire marshal, a
contracted vegetation management and public education consultant and 3-person
staffing on all fire engines. We have also partnered with the Kentfield Fire
Protection District through an innovative shared services agreement to provide
additional operational depth and inspection capacity.
Our new organization has also increased public education through outreach in many
areas and through various platforms including community forums, informative
mailers, social media, web resources, neighborhood assessments, and property
inspections. CMFA has also encouraged and supported the development and growth
of the Neighborhood Response Group program, the local chipper programs and has
been a leader in the successful FIREWISE USA@ recognition program.

342 Tamalpais

Drive, Corte Madera, CA 94525

-

Phone: (415)527-5077 Fax: (4L5r927-5788

- centralmarinfire.org

In addition to the operational improvements and increased public education,
Central Marin Fire has also successfully pursued significant financial resources
through a CAL FIRE grant to improve the vegetation clearance of primary and
secondary evacuation routes in the most at-risk hillside neighborhoods and key
neighboring fire roads.
Should the members of the Grand fury require any additional information, please
contact Fire Chief Scott Shurtz at4t5-927-5077 or sshurtz@centralmarinfire.org.
Sincerely,

Catherine Way,
Chairperson

AGENCY RESPONSE TO GRAND JURY REPORT
Report Title: Wildfire Preparedness: A New Approach
Report Date:

April

18,

2019

AgencyName:Central
Response by:

Marin Fire Au

Catherine

Way

Response Date:

iAgenda Date:

July 18, 2019

August 8, 2OI9

fi1le. Chairperson

FINDINGS
I (we) agree with the findings numbered: F1 - F3, F5, F7 - F9, F14 - F15,

I (we)

disagree

F1 8 - F1 9

partially with the findings numbered: F4 ,F6, Fl0 - F13 , F17, F2 0

I (we) disagree wholly with the findings numbered:

FI6,F2I-F22

(Attach a statement speciffing any portions of the findings that are disputed; include
an explanation of the reasons therefor.)

RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations numbered R5 -R6 , R12

have been implemented.

(Attach a summary describing the implemented actions.)
Recommendations numbered N/A
but will be implemented in the future.

have not yet been implemented,

(Attach a timeframe for the implementation.)
Recommendations numbered R1-R4 , R -R11 , RlSrequire further analysis

(Attach an explanation and the scope and parameters of an analysis or study, and a
timeframe for the matter to be prepared for discussion by the officer or director of the
agency or department being investigated or reviewed, including the governing body
of the public agency when applicable. This timeframe shall not exceed six months
from the date of publication of the grand jury report.)
Recommendations numbered N/A
because they are not warranted or are not reasonable.

(Attach an explanation.)

Date

Signed

Number of pages attached

will not be implemented

RESPONSE TO GRAND JURY FINDINGS

Allthe agencies/jurisdictions required to respond to the "Wildfire Preparedness: A New
Approach" collaborated to create this response to the findings and recommendations. See the
attachments to this response which include agency/jurisdiction specific clarifications as needed
to augment this document.

F1. Existing vegetation management codes are both inconsistent and inconsistently
enforced.

Response: Agree.
Fire agency policies differ, as do inspection and enforcement procedures.
F2. There are not enough trained vegetation

inspectors or fuel reduction crews.

Response: Agree.
Although fire agencies are doing their best to reduce vegetation around existing homes,
additional resources and dedicated staff are necessary to enhance existing efforts.
F3. Current vegetation enforcement procedures are slow, difficult and expensive.

Response: Agree.
Although each municipality has its own code enforcement procedures, a consistent countywide
approach would allow for a more efficient and effective enforcement effort.
F4. Government agencies and safety authorities cannot currently manage vegetation on
public lands.

Response: Partially Disagree.
While municipal governments do not have authority beyond their own jurisdiction, a coordinated
countywide effort could help bring focus and consistency, as well as potentially additional
resources, to enhance existing efforts on public lands.
Government agencies and safety authorities can and do manage vegetation on public lands
over which they have jurisdiction to the extent that resources and funding are available. Much
more can be done, which is one of the many reasons the Marin cities, towns, fire agencies and
County have formed a working group to explore the creation of a countywide wildfire prevention
program to be funded by a parcel tax on the March 2020 ballot.

Grand Jury Report Findings and Recommendations
"Wildfire Preparedness: A New Approach"
April 25, 2019
F5. All property owners are responsible for vegetation management on their property, yet
they are not sufficiently educated about vegetation management and many do not hive
the physical and financial resources to create defensible space.

Response: Agree.
Although education has been provided through individual fire agencies and FlRESafe Marin, we
agree that education efforts need to be understood by broader sections of the community. Grant
programs should be considered for those that may not have the physical or financial means to
complete necessary work.
F6. Wildfire preparedness education is inconsistent and fails to reach most citizens,
especially parents of young children.

Response: Partially Disagree.
Education is offered in a consistent fashion countywide by the fire agencies and FlRESafe
Marin. The demographics of our hosted meetings/forums and exercises generally lack a
younger demographic - especially parents of young children. Agencies need to create new
forms of outreach to garner participation from this demographic.
F7. The most effective method of education is person to person in neighborhoods.

Response: Agree.
Defensible space home evaluations with a trained professional are the preferred and best
method for educating residents.
F8. Although Marin has 30 plus Firewise neighborhoods, the most in California, they only
cover a small percentage of population and land.

Response: Agree.
We agree that Firewise Communities are a great mechanism for bringing communities and
neighborhoods together. They provide an organized approach to reducing hazards and risks.
F9. Sufficient public funds have not been provided to sustain comprehensive wildfire
prepared ness ed ucation.

Response: Agree.
Generally, fire agencies are funded for response and mitigation of emergency incidents.
Development into the Wildland Urban lnterface and climate change, with attendant major fires in
recent years, are requiring resources greater than those available by local municipalities and fire
agencies.

Response to Grand Jury Findings and Recommendations
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F10. Educating the public requires a different set of skills than firefighters usually have.

Response: Partially Disagree.
Firefighters have experience that adds value to educating the public; however, they also have
other, often more pressing responsibilities. Dedicated public education staff and defensible
space home evaluators can spend more quality time on task than Firefighters.

Fl1. Any hesitation to use the WEA system can be deadly even if its alerts might reach
people outside of its intended target zone.

Response: Partially Disagree.
All appropriate emergency alert systems should be used to the fullest capacity as soon as
possible depending on the conditions and needs to maximize safety. The WEA system is not
geographically specific and can bleed over to areas where evacuations are not necessary. This
would result in adding unnecessary traffic to already congested roadways impeding evacuation
egress of those most affected. We agree it is a useful tool, but it must be well-coordinated
between the incident commander and Sheriff's Office of Emergency Services.

Fl2. Alert Marin sends the most accurately targeted warnings to endangered
populations, but it reaches too few residents because it is not well publicized. Both Alert
Marin and Nixle require opt-in registration, a serious design flaw.

Response: Partially Disagree.
Nixle and Alert Marin are two very different systems. Nixle, by design, is an "opt-in" solution
providing general information to the public. Alert Marin is an emergency notification system.
Nixle and Alert Marin information is publicized at almost every community event hosted by Fire
Departments and Sheriff-OES, with information also available on social media and agency
websites.
Listed and unlisted/blocked Marin County landline and VolP (Voice over lnternet protocol)
phone numbers are already included in our emergency notification system (Alert Marin), unless
the owner specifically requests to have their phone number opted-out. Cell phone numbers are
not included in Nixle and do require registration in our Self-Registration Portal. We agree that
more of our residents need to "opt-in" with their cell phone numbers. Additionally, we support
changes in State law mandating that cellular information be accessible with an "opt-out"
provision like landlines and VolP data. We are also pursuing newly available authority to
cooperate with utility companies to obtain customer cell phone numbers for these purposes.
We will work with legislators to support bills like SB 46 (Hueso; 2019) which would allow local
governments to enter into agreements to access resident cell phone contact information for
enrolling county residents in a county-operated public emergency warning system.

Response to Grand Jury Findings and Recommendations
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F13. Sirens could be a useful and reliable warning system if their numbers and locations
were increased to broaden their reach and if they were enhanced with a customized
message through LRAD.

Response: Partially Disagree.
Long Range Acoustical Device (LRAD) is the name brand of one type of acoustical notification
system. This system may have limited reach and limited ability to be heard inside a building.
Local testing has provided mixed results based on topography and other outdoor existing noise.
This type of system will not be effective in some areas of the County.
F14. ln the WUI and in many town centers, infrastructure and roads are inadequate for
mass evacuations.

Response: Agree.
The roadways, especially in many hillside neighborhoods, were originally designed without
mass evacuations in mind. ln fact, some of the roadways located in the most challenging areas
were originally laid out prior to the advent of automobiles, designed as horse cart trails to
access "summer cabins." Because of the growth of the communities and the additional
permanent homes built over the course of 100+ years, the size and therefore capacity of some
roadways is not able to be increased.

Fl5. Evacuation routes are dangerously overgrown with vegetation and many evacuation
routes are too narrow to allow safe passage in an emergency.
Response: Agree.
Marin County has many narrow roads with limited access and overgrown vegetation, often in
sloped and difficult terrain. Much of the vegetation encroachment into the road right of way is
the responsibility of homeowners. Public works agencies regularly work with fire agencies
identifying and working in the most critical areas.
ln addition, Central Marin Fire has partnered with neighboring agencies and has been awarded
a CAL Fire grant of nearly $1,000,000 to clear vegetation to improve access and egress along
primary and secondary evacuation routes in the most at-risk hillside neighborhoods and key fire
roads.

Fl6. Emergency planners often do not publicize evacuation routes due to their mistrust
of the public.
Response: Disagree.
ln 2009 the Marin County Fire Agencies developed mutual threat zone maps, pre-identifying
primary and secondary evacuation routes as well as evacuation zones. This information is
available for first responders to access in conventional paper maps or online. lt has also been
made available to mutual aid responders outside of Marin County. Fire agencies are in the
process of making these maps publicly available.
Response to Grand Jury Findings and

Recommendations
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We do caution residents to take personal responsibility and identify and regularly travel different
routes away from their home. Wildland fires can be very dynamic and depending on wind and
topography can change direction with little to no warning. A pre-identified evacuation route may
not be the safest route for residents to take deepening upon the specific type and location of the
incident.
F17. Town councils, planners, and public works officials have not addressed traffic
choke points, and, in some instances, they have created obstacles to traffic flow by the
installation of concrete medians, bump outs, curbs, speed bumps, and lane reductions.

Response: PartiallyDisagree.
Although we agree that more needs to be done, we do not agree that public officials have not
attempted to address these issues to date. Additionally, while we agree that traffic flow in an
evacuation warrants renewed attention in our circulation planning, many of the elements labeled
as "obstacles to traffic flow" by the Grand Jury are intended to increase public safety on a daily
basis under regular conditions. Each agency must weigh these daily safety concerns against the
use of roads during an evacuation.
F18. No studies have been performed to determine how long it would take to evacuate
entire communities via existing evacuation corridors.

Response: Agree.
The fire chiefs are exploring opportunities with technology companies and higher educational
institutions studying this type of work. Large scale evacuation planning needs further study and
development within Marin.
F19. The implementation of traffic-light sequencing and coordination to allow mass
egress, and the conversion of two-way roads into one-way evacuation routes to ease
traffic congestion, are dangerously delayed and years away from being implemented.

Response: Agree.
Large scale evacuation planning needs to identify which corridors would benefit greatest from
contra-flow traffic-light sequencing. Coordination with public works agencies and identification of
funding sources would be needed to make this a reality.
F20. Public transit is a neglected asset of emergency response preparedness: all
operators except one transit agency are left out of the command structure and none is
integrated into the emergency radio communication system MERA.

Response: Partially disagree.
Use of the term "neglected' suggests an active decision to exclude transit from emergency
response preparedness. The current arrangements reflect an assessment by transit officials of
Response to Grand Jury Findings and

Recommendations
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their ability to respond to disasters. Many of these protocols reflect planning for a broad
spectrum of disasters that might occur, and it would be appropriate to revisit these protocols for
the "new normal" concerning wildfire preparedness and response to an event concentrated in
Marin County.

F21. A bureaucratic culture of complacency and inertia exists in Marin. Government often
fails to act quickly to repair known gaps in emergency preparedness, to think flexibly,
and to prioritize safety in its planning and policies.

Response: Disagree.
We agree that more needs to be done to address this critical public safety issue in the face of
what now is commonly referred to as the "new-normal." Accelerating climate change has led to
larger, costlier, and more frequent wildfires in the state than ever before, burning almost yearround. Because of this, all fire agencies, the County, cities and towns are working together to
explore the creation a countywide wildfire prevention program.
F22. No countywide comprehensive, coordinated policies have been made and no funds
have been allocated to prepare for wildfires.

Response: Disagree.
There are several coordinated documents, policies or procedures within Marin County including
Mutual Threat Zone Plan, Community Wildfire Protection Plan, and the 2017 North Bay
"Lessons Learned" report. All of Marin's agencies are evaluating their budgets and making
difficult decisions to make more money available for wildfire preparedness. lt is our belief that a
stream of revenue dedicated to this purpose is the best route to addressing the resource needs
identified in these documents.

Response to Grand Jury Findings and Recommendations
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RESPONSE TO GRAND JURY RECOMMENDATIONS
The Marin County Civil Grand Jury recommends the following

Rl. Create a comprehensive, countywide vegetation management plan that includes
vegetation along evacuation routes, a campaign to mobilize public participation, and lowincome subsidies.
This recommendation requires further analysis.
The Marin cities, towns, fire agencies and the County are addressing this recommendation with
a working group to explore the creation of a countywide wildfire prevention program governed
by a countywide joints power authority. We agree that more needs to be done to address this
critical public safety issue in the face of what now is commonly referred to as the "new-normal."
Accelerating climate change has led to larger, costlier, and more frequent wildfires in the state
than ever before, burning almost year-round. Because of this, all fire agencies, the County, and
its cities and towns are working together to explore the creation a countywide wildfire prevention
program.

The program scope for an ongoing, locally-controlled, countywide wildfire prevention program
would include the following:

r
.
r
.
r

Fire fuel reduction and vegetation management
Defensible-space home evaluations and education
Evacuation planning and neighborhood preparedness
Alert and warning enhancements
Pursuit of grant funds for countywide efforts, as well as grant funding for to assist
seniors, financially disadvantaged and those with access and functional needs with
preparedness measures.

This program would require new ongoing funding. We are currently exploring a potential
countywide parceltax measure in March 2020.
R2. Hire at least 30 new civilian vegetation inspectors and at least eight fire/fuels crews
focused on fuel reduction in the high risk areas of the county, including federal, state
and local public lands.
Th

is recommendation req

u

i

res fu rther analysis.

As stated in our response to Recommendation No. 1, a countywide wildfire prevention initiative
would include expanded defensible-space home inspections and education. A working group of
fire chiefs and city/town managers are exploring options to ensure the most appropriate and
cost-effective solutions are considered to improve defensible space countywide. This enhanced
Response to Grand Jury Findings and
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program would require new, ongoing resources. The staffing of this effort would be subject to
policy decisions of a countywide JPA and/or the governing board of responsible fire agencies.

R3. Develop and implement a fast, streamlined procedure to enforce vegetation citations.

This recommendation req u i res fu rther analysis.
Fire prevention officers throughout the county are working on a countywide, streamlined
approach updating codes and processes. lt is the intention of the group to implement some
items as part of regular code adoption cycle this fall. Larger scale collaboration and a more
streamlined approach will be addressed as part of the countywide wildfire prevention program.
At the countywide level, our intention is to educate homeowners for cooperative compliance.
Addressing non-compliance would be a matter for each jurisdiction to address.

Adopt and deliver a comprehensive education program focused on action for all
residents of Marin on a regular schedule by a team of expert trainers.
R4.

Th

is recommendation req u i res fu rther analysis.

A countywide wildfire prevention program would include a comprehensive education program
for all residents. Although agencies have made efforts to educate the public, without additional
resources to enhance existing efforts, we believe these efforts will continue to be insufficient
and not consistent throughout the County.
R5. Promote the creation of Firewise Gommunities in every neighborhood by all local
jurisdictions.

This recommendation has already been implemented.
As the Grand Jury report points out, Marin currently has over 30 Firewise neighborhoods. With
the creation of a countywide wildfire prevention program, our current efforts can be substantially
enhanced and expanded throughout the County.
R6. Employ individuals with skills in public speaking, teaching, curriculum design,
graphics, web design, advertising, community organization, community relations, and
diplomacy to educate the public.

This recommendation has already been implemented
We currently have very articulate fire professionals and FlRESafe Marin educating the public.
However, we recognize more needs to be done and this work may not need to be done by our
firefighters, who often have competing response priorities.
R7. Collect Marin residents' information and add it to Alert Marin and Nixle databases to
make them opt-out systems.
Th

is recommendation req u i res fu rther analysis
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This recommendation would require changes in State law. We will work with legislators to
support bills like SB 46 (Hueso; 2019), which would allow local governments to enter into
agreements to access resident cell phone contact information for enrolling county residents in a
county-operated public emergency warning system.
We are also pursuing newly available authority to cooperate with utility companies to obtain
customer data for these purposes, but state legislation would be needed to obtain cell phone
contact information.
R8. Expand the use of sirens with LRADs.

This recommendation requires further analysis.
Sirens and LRAD's have limited reach and ability to be heard inside a building. Localtesting has
provided mixed results based on topography and other competing outdoor existing noise. This
type of system does have valuable application in some areas within the County. For those
communities for which these logistical challenges can be overcome, there is considerable
appeal for technology such as LRAD's, which carcy a more specific message than sirens. To be
effective, sirens require communitywide understanding of their meaning and what is expected of
residents when they are sounded.
R9. Research, develop, and publish plans for the mass movement of populations along
designated evacuation routes.

This recommendation requires further analysis.
Large scale evacuation planning needs to identify which corridors would benefit the most from
contra-flow and traffic-light sequencing. The use of experts in this field should be engaged.
Coordination with public works agencies and additionalfunding from a countywide wildfire
prevention initiative will be a critical component to our success.

R10. Give the highest priority to mitigating known choke points and to maximizing the
capacity of existing evacuation routes.
Th

is recommendation

req u i res fu

rther analysis.

Large scale evacuation planning needs to identify "choke points". The use of traffic analysis
experts in this field should be engaged. Coordination with public works agencies and additional
funding from a countywide wildfire prevention initiative will be a critical component to our
success.
R11. Incorporate and prioritize plans for mass evacuations in all pending and future
traffic/road projects along major escape routes.

This recommendation requires further analysis.
Consideration of mass evacuations is an important element for agencies to add to their
assessment of road-related capital projects. However, prioritizing evacuation plans above all
Response to Grand Jury Findings and Recommendations
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other considerations may lead to design decisions that impair other important considerations,
such as safe use of roads on a daily basis. A balanced lifestyle of each project is required.

R12. Educate, prepare, and drill for evacuations in ail communities.

This recommendation has been implemented.
Although all Marin Fire agencies have done this work to some extent, a countywide wildfire
prevention program would substantially expand efforts to educate, prepare and drill for
evacuations through Marin.

Rl3. Fully integrate public transit into the MERA communications system without further
delay.
Th

is recommendation requ i res fu rther analysis.

The member agencies of MERA welcome the addition of transit agencies serving Marin. lt will
be necessary to analyze how to integrate these agencies in a manner that is faiiand equitable.

Rl5. Establish in the form of a Joint Powers Authority an umbrella organization for
wildfire planning and preparedness (vegetation management, public education, alerts,
and evacuation), funded by a% cent sales tax.
This recommendation requires further analysis.
The Marin cities, towns, fire agencies and County are addressing this recommendation with a
working group to explore the creation of a countywide wildfire prevention program governed by
a countywide joints power authority. The program scope for ongoing, locally-controlled,
countywide wildfire prevention program would include the following:

r
o
o
o
o

Fire fuel reduction and vegetation management
Defensible-space home evaluations and education
Evacuation planning and neighborhood preparedness
Alert and warning enhancements
Pursuit of grant funds for countywide efforts, as well as grant funding to assist seniors,
financially disadvantaged and those with access and functional needs with preparedness
measures.

This program would require new, ongoing funding. We are currently exploring a potential
countywide parcel tax measure in March 2020. Based on our feedback from Marin fireresponsible agencies, we believe that a parcel tax is the appropriate funding mechanism.
ln addition, we believe the Grand Jury's recommendation may have been based on their
assumption that "each jurisdiction would have to pass exactly the same parcel tax measure for
the same amount at the same time." lt is worth noting that, based on the support of agencies
that are responsible for fire suppression, it is allowable for the Board of Supervisors to place a
single, countywide parcel tax measure on the ballot. A recent example is Measure A on the
Response to Grand Jury Findings and

Recommendations
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November 4,2014 countywide ballot, which implemented a countywide parcel tax for the Marin
Emergency Radio Authority (MERA). Therefore, the results of a countywide measure would
require a twothirds support countywide, but would not require twothirds support in each
jurisdiction.
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Witdfire Preparedness: A New Approach
SUMMARY
Marin faces unprecedented danger to life and property from wildfire. The Grand Jury reviewed
the conditions that make us vulnerable to wildfire, assessed the plans currently in place to correct
them, and recommends a new approach to meeting these challenges. Four areas of vulnerability
stand out:
Vegetation Management: Fuel conditions make Marin extremely vulnerable to wildfires.
Through a combination of aggressive fire suppression and environmental policies, overgrown
vegetation has created hazardous fuel loads throughout the county. The policies and procedures
intended to manage and reduce vegetation are inadequate. Too few inspectors are available to
determine compliance, and enforcement is too slow.
Educating the Public: The public's ignorance of how to prepare for and respond to wildfires
makes Marin vulnerable. Most people do not know how to make their homes fire resistant or
create defensible space by cutting back vegetation. Many have failed to collect emergency

supplies or plan for evacuations. Nearly 90% of the county's residents have not signed up to
receive emergency alerts. Programs to educate the public for wildfire are not well known and are
offered infrequently. The county's only organization assigned to educate the public about
wildfires is understaffed.

Alerts: The two crucial emergency alert systems in the county have a flaw that restricts their
reach. Both Alert Marin and Nixle, as opt-in systems, warn only those who have registered.
Evacuations: Evacuation planning is also a grave concern. Marin's topography creates great
danger for those who live far from the main evacuation routes. Most connecting roads are narrow
and overgrown. Some are constricted by traffic calming obstacles such as concrete medians, and
bump outs which impede traffic in emergency evacuations. Plans to ease emergency traffic flow
such as traffic-light sequencing and the conversion of two-way roads to one-way flow corridors
are years away from implementation. Marin's roads lack the capacity for a mass evacuation in

personal vehicles. Public transit is a neglected piece ofevacuation preparedness and is
underused. Inertia and complacency have prevented a proactive and nimble response to wildfire
dangers.

The Grand Jury Proposes: The creation of a joint powers authority to coordinate a
comprehensive, consistent approach to pre-ignition planning funded by a% cent sales tax. This
new approach will remedy the gaps in our preparedness and demonstrate our political will to

improve wildfire safety in Marin.

Iltildlire Preparedness: A New Approach

INTRODUCTION
The conditions that made wildfire a distant and unlikely risk have now changed. Through a
combination of new weather patterns, aggressive suppression of natural wildfires, and provegetation environmental policy, Marin has become extremely vulnerable to devastation from

wildfires.
We are living in a powder keg

Marin's first responders are highly trained and dedicated specialists who excel in fighting fires.
Mufual aid among fire agencies and disaster coordinators operates seamlessly, and countywide
agencies meet regularly to discuss pre-ignition (before a fire) and pre-suppression (before a fire
is extinguished) preparation. However, there are significant disparities among fire districts in the
policies applicable to vegetation management, education of the public, evacuations and use of
sirens.

Considering Marin's current state of preparedness, citizens should not assume that first
responders will be able to save them from the horrors of a wildfire like those experienced during
Butte County's Camp Fire. The deadly threat of fire creates an urgent need for new policies for
wildfire preparedness which must be implemented without delay. These policies and practices
must be made a top priority to ensure the public's safety.

Marin County has been warned repeatedly that it stands one spark away from a major
conflagration, but many of the county's governments continue to conduct business as usual.
Uncoordinated pre-ignition planning, jurisdictional rivalries, and a glacial pace for
implementation of improvements has left the public in grave danger.
This report argues for a change in civic culture and suggests a mechanism to address many of the
inadequacies in wildfire preparedness. The Grand Jury recommends the creation of a countywide
umbrella agency to fund, coordinate and lead pre-ignition and pre-suppression planning.

METHODOLOGY
To prepare this report, the Grand Jury:
Interviewed county officials and fire chiefs.
Interviewed individuals in law enforcement, arboriculture, emergency planning, wildfire
education, public advocacy, transportation, and public transit.
Surveyed current fire preparedness procedures and practices.
Reviewed newspaper articles.
Examined websites.
Studied wildfire and firefighting blogs.
Reviewed emergency alert platforms.
Researched emergency transportation studies.
Considered previous Grand Jury wildfire reports.
Visited 2017 and 2018 wildfire sites in Sonoma and Butte Counties.

r
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DISCUSSION
Vegetation Management
The danger of a catastrophic wildfire in Marin exists in part due to vegetation management
policies. Approximately 60,000 acres fall within the wildland urban interface (WUI), where
residences are intermixed with open space and wildland vegetation. The Marin County Fire

Department estimates there are upwards of 69,000 living units valued at S59 billion within this
area, which borders virtually every city and town in Marin. While vegetation management is

critical throughout the county, its importance is elevated in areas where homes and residences
are within the WUI.r
Photographs of Marin County in the first half of the 20th Century reveal a landscape of open
grassland with a smattering of trees and bushes. When the Golden Gate Bridge opened, many
new homes were built, and more vegetation was planted. Marin now consists of homes,
businesses, and shopping centers surrounded by densely overgrown vegetation. This overgrowth

constitutes an enonnoushazard that could fuel a firestorm and devastate our communities.

I Weber, Jason and Neill, Christie. "20 17 Marin County Unit Strateqic Fire Plan & Community Wildfire Protection Plan
(.CWPP)", Section 1.0. Accessed 12 Sept. 2018.
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View from Mt. Tamalpais in days gone by (top) and today 2019. (Bottom photo: Eileen Alexander)

Overgrown vegetation also threatens Marin's roads and evacuation routes. It narrows these
escape routes, many of which will be impassable in a wildfire. As happened in Paradise,
panicked Marin residents may try to flee only to find the roads impeded by burning vegetation,

fallen trees, downed power lines, and stalled cars with melting engine blocks.2

2 St.
John, Page, Sema, Joseph, and

Lin II, Rong-Gong.-"Here's how I'aradise ignorcd rvanrings and became

a

Dealhtrap." LA Times.30 Dec.2018.
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Bumed Cars and Melted Aluminum from Engine Block Caused by Extreme Heat in Camp Fire, November 2018. (Jane
Tyska/Bay Area News Grotp) The Mercury News. Published Nov. 1 3, 201 8.

Overhanging trees, thick underbrush, and vegetation that have grown too close to structures also
will bypass evacuated homes that are overgrown by
vegetation. Instead, they will move on to homes that have defensible space rather than attempt to
save a structure that has none.

pose serious threats. First responders

Facts
I

.

The federal govemment and the State of California own thousands of acres of ungroomed open
space in the county.

2.

The Marin Municipal Water District owns approximately 2l ,500 acres of wildland3 and has been
clearing only 30 acres per year.a

3.

Marin County Open Space District owns approximately 16,000 acres of wildland, but only about
10%o are

4.
5.

managed to reduce firehazard annually.s

According to the Marin County Assessor's Office, approximately 4,400 vacant lots are in the
county. They are usually not well maintained, or maintained at all, and as a result are dangerously
overgrown, often with pyrophytic (hre prone) plants.
The vegetation management policies and practices by the county fire departments and districts are

not uniform.
3

"About MMWD," Marin Municipal Water District. Accessed on 14 Mar. 2018.
Spotswood, Dick. "Challenge becon-res clear in visit to MMWD rvatershed ." Marin Independent Journal.25 Sept. 2018.
5 Korton, Max. "201(rl7 Annual Report." Marin County Parks and Open Space. p.3. Accessed 6 Mar.2019.
a
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6.

7.

The number of dedicated vegetation inspectors, who are also trained firefighters, varies
significantly from one department to another. For example, the largest fire department, the
County of Marin, has two chief officers, two captains, two part-time inspectors, and four to six
seasonal defensible space inspectors. In contrast, many smaller departments cannot dedicate even
a single firefighter to full-time inspection duties.
The number and frequency of vegetation/defensible space inspections vary significantly among

jurisdictions.

8.

Jurisdictions differregarding the vegetation that is or should be banned. For example, San Rafael
requires but fails to enforce the removal ofjuniper and bamboo as they are considered pyrophytic
plants, but most cities and towns have no list of prohibited plants.

9.

In residential communities, the lack of vegetation inspectors requires some departments to
conduct only "windshield" inspections, where engine crews drive through neighborhoods looking
for obvious violations that can be seen from the street, often missing hidden hazardous
conditions.

10. Where hazardous conditions are observed and corrective notices are issued, jurisdictions rarely
have the resources to follow-up and confirm the violations have been remedied.
1

l.

The formal procedures to take action against code violators vary from onejurisdiction to another
and none provide a streamlined process that will accomplish corrective actions in a timely
manner.

12. Yegetation management is a repetitive task that needs to be performed at least annually; it
requires clearing underbrush, mowing grass, limbing-up trees and disposing of dead matter

Two charts summarizing cuffent vegetation management practices in all of Marin's fire
jurisdictions are attached as Appendix A.
Educating the Public
Another essential issue is education of the public. To reach everyone in every neighborhood the
number of Firewise Communities should be expanded through the efforts of Firewise USArM
and FIRESafe Marin. These two organizations support Marin County neighborhoods to reduce
wildfire risks by educating and motivating citizens to mitigate hazards and prepare for a wildfire
disaster.
Firewise Communities are neighborhood groups certified by Firewise USA, a national
organization that teaches people about the risk of wildfire and encourages neighbors to take
immediate action to protect their homes and improve their safety through neighborhood-wide
collaboration. Communities develop plans that guide their risk reduction activities and develop
collaborative efforts for neighbors to work toward building a safer place to live. Marin already
has over 30 Firewise Communities.
FIRESafe Marin is a local non-profit information organization dedicated to wildfire risk
prevention and increasing fire-safety awareness in Marin County. This organization provides
education, resources, tools, and on-going support for neighborhoods to form Firewise
Communities.
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FIRESafe Marin also provides information and literature to the Fire in Marin!program that is
held each wildfire season. Only a single volunteer delivers the Fire in Marin!program thereby
limiting the number of sessions and attendees. In addition, there are a number of emergency
preparedness programs offered, most of which cover all disasters, not exclusively wildfire. These
are delivered by volunteers or fire departments. Most public education sessions have been
notable for the predominance of older residents and the paucity of parents of young children.
Even

if all local fire jurisdictions in Marin were to act together, more personnel would be needed

to make sure everyone gets the message and gets prepared. This must be done at a grass roots
level. Marin Firewise Communities have shown that they can generate much more neighborhood
participation and preparation than public agencies are able to do. In order to involve all
neighborhoods, FIRESafe Marin needs to expand its staff and activities from its one current parttime employee.
Education of the public is essential to enable Marin residents to reduce damages and destruction,
to escape wildfire, and to survive. Educating and informing the public requires complete
disclosure. This includes posting all possible evacuation routes and other exits including stairs,
paths, fire roads and shortcuts. It also includes making all appropriate geographic information
system maps easily understandable so residents can see and evaluate their own individual

properties and situations regardless of possible commercial misuse by the insurance industry or
others. By providing all information, emergency planners will enable people to make the best
decisions for their own safety and survival because people cannot rely on being protected and
rescued in a large emergency.

Wildfire is Coming: Are We Ready?
Ultimately, to be prepared for wildfire, everyone must take responsibility for their own property
and join their neighbors to build strong, fire resistant communities. We must shake off apathy,
get informed, and act.
Citizens have to ask themselves, 'oAm I ready and do I know what actions to take?"
For example, have I...

1. Created defensible space around my home?
2. Hardened my home against ember showers?
3. Discussed evacuation plans with my family?

4. Identified two exit routes from my neighborhood?
5. Stocked emergency supplies to last T2hours?
6. Signed up for all emergency alerts?
7. Packed a go-bag?
If the answer to any of these questions is no, our safety authorities have failed to meet their
obligation to educate and convince the public, or our citizens have failed to incorporate their
message. Prompt action is needed while there still is time to prepare.
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Facts:

l.
2.

Public education on wildfire preparedness is delivered inconsistently via websites, email, and in
person in neighborhoods, homes, pop-up meetings, and classes.
County wildfire education policies are not consistent across towns/cities nor is the application

of

those policies.

3.

Marin has 30 plus Firewise Communities which encourage neighbors to help neighbors to prepare
for emergencies.

4. Only about l0% of Marin residents are signed up for Alert Marin.
5. Only a small percentage of Marin's citizens have attended a wildfire safety preparation meeting.
6. FIRESafe Marin has only one part-time employee to educate the entire county.
7. Emergency preparedness information is occasionally offered by CERT, Get Ready Novato,
Neighborhood Response Groups, Fire in Marin!, FIRESafe Marin, FireWise Communities and

fire departments.

8. There are no other countywide government sponsored programs that cover wildfire preparation.
9. Few residents take advantage of home visits provided by fire departments to assess their
properties' vegetation and fire hazards.

Two charts summarizing current programs to educate the public in the county are attached as
Appendix B.

Alerts
When a wildfire starts, emergency managers implement a number of alert systems to protect the
public. It is critical that those in the path of a deadly wildfire receive accurate and timely
information. The effectiveness of these warnings depends on the reliability of all alert system
technologies and their rapid implementation through the emergency command structure.

Alert Technologies and their Weaknesses
Marin County has overlapping alert systems, which can be implemented for emergency events.
Such redundancy is important as no single system will reach all residents at all times. Emergency
managers use the Emergency Alert System, Wireless Emergency Alerts, Alert Marin, Nixle and,
in some fire districts, sirens. ln addition, emergency services use television and radio bulletins,
and social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Nextdoor, and lnstagram to inform the public. As a
last resort, law enforcement personnel and fire fighters may go door to door or use loud speakers
to deliver evacuation orders.
Emergency Alert System is used for catastrophic events. It is a national warning system,
but state and local authorities can use it to deliver local emergency information. It reaches
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the public via broadcast, cable, satellite, and wired communications pathways. However,

if power is lost or the devices are switched oft, the alert fails.
Wireless Emergency Alerts (WEA) is a system that employs "push notification" alerts.
It reaches mobile devices by geographically targeting cell towers in a certain area. It
sends text-like messages that wam of irnminent threats to sai-ety in the area. WEA does
not require telephone subscribers to sign-up.
The disadvantage of the WEA system is that

it is geographically imprecise. The message

can "bleed over" to those who drive in and out of a cell tower's range so it can reach
more people than the intended recipients of the warning or evacuation order. Because

of

this, emergency officials hesitate to use it, as was the case in both the Tubbs Fire in 2017
and, again, in the Camp Fire in 2018. Recent history has shown that early use of WEA

might be less dangerous, even if too many people are notified, than the risk of using it too
late. Despite its over-reach, it offers at least a chance of escape to those in danger. If
WEA is used too early and too many people receive an evacuation notice, at worst, it will
provide a real-time, full scale evacuation drill for those involved even though it might
strain evacuation routes.

Additionally, cell tower locations are proprietary information and therefore emergency
officials cannot be sure when sending out a WEA that the information will be transmitted
to exactly the right geographic location. Emergency planners discovered that in the East
Bay, an emergency alert was issued to a specific location and after the event it was
revealed that the alert had not gone through because no cell towers were in the targeted
geographic area. Further, alerts only reach WEA compatible cell phones that are tumed
on, that are within range of an active cell tower, and whose wireless provider participates
in WEA.
Significantly, in the context of wildfires, WEA are also vulnerable to failure because if
cell towers and power lines are destroyed, phone contact will be lost, and alerts will fail

Alert Marin is the most precise way to target those populations that need to be warned of
danger. It is considered to be the first-tier emergency notification system for the county.
It reaches land lines, and for those who register, cell phones, email, and VOIP (Voice
Over Internet Protocol) connections. Alerts are sent to individuals who are registered to
specific postal addresses and contain vital, but short, instructions such as shelter in place,
prepare to evacuate, or evacuate now. These directives remain in effect until the situation
changes. Alert Marin keeps leaving messages until the recipient responds.
Alert Marin is designed to provide messages to the public using pre-written templates, so
its directives are terse, inflexible, and not explanatory. Consequently, after a recent fire
event on Mt. Barnabe in Marin, fire officials were told that some recipients were
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confused because the information conveyed was so brief or not updated as the situation

unfolded.

Alert Marin is an opt-in service that only reaches those who have signed up. The fact that
it is not opt-out is a significant weakness. The Marin Office of Emergency Services
(OES) estimates that only about l0% of Marin residents are registered with Alert Marin.
In addition, like WEA, Alert Marin is vulnerable to cell tower damage and therefore its
communications may fail to reach people in the path of danger.

Nixle sends out a text messages to smartphones. It reaches an entire zip code. Messages
are sent from different safety authorities to inform the public oflocal conditions such as
roadwork, accidents, weather, and other events. Emergency officials find Nixle a useful
and flexible means of transmitting warnings and updates in dynamic situations. It is hard
to track how many people subscribe to Nixle because it is a zip code-based registration
system with multiple zip codes easily added by one phone subscriber. Emergency
planners believe that a low percentage of Marin's residents are signed up for Nixle.
A disadvantage of the Nixle system is that people might develop "Nixle fatigue." They
may stop reading their texts because Nixle is used by so many different agencies and
alerts are sent so frequently, including situations that they don't consider dangerous or
relevant.

Another disadvantage is that Nixle, as with Alert Marin, is an opt-in system and that it is
vulnerable to failure when communications systems are overwhelmed or when cell
towers go down.
Sirens do not depend on wireless technology and therefore they are less likely to fail at
the same time than other alert systems. Their disadvantages are that sirens cannot be
heard everywhere or by all people and they do not convey specific information unless
they have a voice communication system attached such as a Long Range Acoustic Device
(LRAD).
Social media are useful but also subject to cell tower failure. Also, social media cannot
reach those who are not online.

Radio and TV bulletins are reliable because they are independent of cell towers and
they operate on different frequencies in the wireless spectrum. Radio and TV, however,
require power and access to equipment. To serve as a reliable alert system such devices
must be on at all times.
Megaphones are used when all else fails. Police and firefighters drive through
neighborhoods to warn residents with loud speakers and homs. They also may knock on
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doors to announce an evacuation. While these methods are highly effective, they are time
consuming, dangerous, waste skilled manpower and provide the least amount of advance
notice.

Mass Notification Landscape
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Woody Baker-Cohn, Emergency Services Coordinator, Marin County Sheriffs Office of Emergency Services

Having multiple alert systems is essential to reach the greatest number of residents who are in the
path of fire danger. No single system is adequate because at some point, each is vulnerable to
failure when put to the test. However, designing a warning system that requires the public to
sign-up and then failing to advertise adequately its existence, fails to meet even minimum
standards of emergency preparedness and common sense.

Evacuations
Having alerted the public to danger, the next step is to evacuate large groups away from an
oncoming wildfire. Evacuations will be difficult; they have not been well planned or practiced.
Evacuations in Marin will be chaotic, and could be deadly, during a wildfire.
Evacuation Dangers and Concerns
The geography of Marin County is varied and most of the county is open space, much of which
has become dangerously overgrown. The majority of Marin's population is concentrated along
the Highway 101 conidor. Access from residential neighborhoods to the freeway is usually
crowded, through narrow corridors, and often deliberately constricted. Some smaller
communities in West Marin are situated along Highway 1, Sir Francis Drake Boulevard, and
Novato Boulevard, the county's main east/west routes. These roads, and Highway 37, would be
main evacuation routes to or from Highway 101 to escape a wildfire. None of these arteries is
designed to accommodate mass evacuations.
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About 69,000 homes in Marin are in the WUI.6 Due to surrounding vegetation and proximity to
wildlands these areas are considered to be at greater risk of wildfires. In the WUI, many
residential communities are in steep, box canyons with only one entry or exit road. Houses built
on hills are frequently connected to safety only by naffow, winding roads that lack shoulders and
have a steep drop to one side. Roads in these areas also snake through hills covered by dense
vegetation. The topography and overgrown vegetation of the county makes us vulnerable to
catastrophic evacuation failures.
Indeed, all areas in Marin are vulnerable to wildfire and evacuation failure no matter whether
they are situated inside or outside of the WUI. Those shown on the county's f'rehazard severity
zone maps to be located in low fire risk areas are also vulnerable.T Ember showers and fire

tornadoes are frightening characteristics of recent, devastating fires. In wind driven wildfires,
embers travel miles ahead of the flame front, igniting new fires. For example, Coffey Park in

WUI; it abuts Highway 101 and was totally destroyed by the Tubbs Fire.
In fact, fire authorities are beginning to consider hazard projection maps misleading because
people rely on them mistakenly believing that they are safe.8 No neighborhood can consider
itself immune to the ravages of wildfire and difficulties in evacuating.
Santa Rosa is not in the

Evacuations in the Camp Fire proved deadly. Poor vegetation management on both sides of the
evacuation routes created fuel loads that sent temperatures to over 1500 degrees. This intense
heat melted tires and wheel rims, and many newer cars simply ceased to operate when their air

intake temperature sensors detected extreme heat. Roads were blocked with abandoned cars,
fallen trees and downed power lines, which led to panic -- creating a lethally dangerous situation

for those attempting to escape the fire. A number of people died in their cars while attempting to
evacuate.9

6

"Updated Wildfire Protection Plan OK'd by Board." County of Marin. Accessed on22Feb.2019.
"Wildland Hazard &
' Cal Fire. Accessed on 13 Mar. 2019.
8
Pera, Matthew. "Marin firel'igilers uneasy about state's risk lnaps ." Marin Independent Journal. 6 Jan. 2019.
e
Krieger, Lisa and Debolt, David. "Camp File: Paradise residents sa)' they received no mass cellphone alerls to e_vacuate, or to
rvailr of flres - Residents learned late of the danger --then laccd gridlock." The Mercury News. Nov. 18, 20 I 8.
?
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Burned Cars and Downed Power Lines Block Pearson Road in Paradise, Califomia, on Saturday, Nov. 10, 201 8. (Jane Tyska/Bay
Area News Group) San -Iose Mercury News, November 17,2018.

The Grand Jury visited Paradise in January 2019 to view the disaster. See Appendix F to this
report, which compares Paradise's wildfire preparedness before the Camp Fire with Marin's
current state of preparedness.

Marin County has failed to manage its vegetation adequately and its evacuation routes are
nalrow and overgrown. The public is not sufficiently prepared or drilled in evacuation
procedures and first responders cannot handle evacuation events with the speed and scale
required by the new, routinely occurring megafires. Even when drills are practiced, they occur on
a small scale, using unblocked roads, with clear information and no panic (See Appendix E).
The mass movement of populations in an unpredictable, dynamic emergency needs meticulous
planning. Fire departments work with law enforcement to manage evacuations and neither may
be able to muster sufficient personnel to handle it.
The staffing of emergency personnel in Marin is a matter of concern. According to the Grand
Jury report in20ll, only 20-30% of first responders live in the county.r0 That number is likely to
be even lower now. Considering how fast a wildfire travels and how few police and firefighters
would be on duty to handle a sudden threat, the county's reliance on a prompt response from
non-resident, reserve and off-duty personnel is unrealistic. They could be delayed for hours
because of road damage or congestion, if they even arrive at all.

r0

"Disaster Preparedness in Mariu: Are You l{eady'/ ." Marin County Civil Grand Jury.2l June 201 l, p.
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Marin's naffow roads cannot all be rebuilt, but existing, wider roads and those that are major
evacuation routes should not be narrowed or impeded. Some roads now have obstacles such as
concrete medians, sidewalk bump-outs, lane reductions, speed bumps and other "traffic calming"
techniques, which will significantly hinder evacuations. The lethal danger these obstacles create
outweighs the benefit a community achieves by reducing the "expressway feeling" that busy
roads give to a pleasant town. The possibility of a mass evacuation now rises to a significant
daily risk in the fire season; constricting already inadequate roads seems reckless.
Plans to ease the flow of traffic along existing evacuation routes are far from ready. The use
traffic-light sequencing which could be used to improve the speed and flow of traffic along

of

evacuation routes such as Sir Francis Drake Boulevard are being discussed, but implementation
is years away. Other roads that might be suitable for this life-saving innovation have not yet been
considered.

Additionally, contraflow anangements, making two-way roads into one-way thoroughfares, is
essential to move people more swiftly. Contraflow can increase the dilectional capacity of a
roadway without the time or cost required to construct additional lanes. However, contraflow
procedures have not yet been developed or tested for the county's main evacuation routes.
No traffic studies have been performed to determine how long a mass evacuation would take for
an entire community. Consequently, comparing the time a mass evacuation on available exit
roads would take with the duration of an evacuation on contraflow routes and routes with
sequenced traffic lights, has not been considered in evacuation planning. These omissions put the
public at grave risk. They will make mass evacuations along Marin's inadequate roads a
predictably terrifying, if not deadly, event.
Use of Transit in Evacuations

Finding that plans for residents to evacuate in their own vehicles down Marin's narrow roads has
not been adequately addressed, the Grand Jury examined the county's plans to use public transit
to ease congestion along routes that cannot or will not be improved, straightened or enlarged.

A vital part of evacuation planning in Marin County should involve the participation of public
transit. In the Tubbs fte, a memory care facility was evacuated by bus drivers who, on their own
initiative, drove to the facility and rescued the residents.ll
Public transit is an underused resource for evacuations. It must be included in emergency
planning because buses can cafty numerous passengers who otherwise might be trapped. Marin
residents who do not have cars cannot simply drive away from a wildfire, yet planners have not
identified how many non-drivers would need rescue.

1l

Mccallum, Kevin. "Santa Rosa bus vitleo shows harrowing Tubbs fire
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A major national report by the Transportation Research Board of the National Academies found
that transit should be involved in both planning and implementation procedures of an emergency
evacuation. It specified that "transit agencies should be part ofpreparedness plans and
represented in the emergency command structure. They can also play a vital role during the
response phase, in both helping to evacuate those without access to a private vehicle and

bringing emergency responders and equipment to the incident site."12

Additionally, other emergency transportation preparedness studies reviewed by the Grand Jury
make it clear that for an orderly evacuation, large populations cannot be moved without transit
being fully represented in the chain of command in an emergency operations center (EOC).13 14
In Marin's EOC, transit is only represented by Marin Transit. Golden Gate Transit emergency
managers, SMART representatives, Whistlestop, Marin Airporter and ferry operators do not have
a seat in the room. The current arrangement is that Marin Transit will keep Golden Gate Transit
and the other transit agencies informed and on standby. This places most transit agencies too far
from the emergency command structure in the operations center and will lead to
unnecessary delays as information has to be relayed to and from these other agencies before any
assets can be deployed.

These emergency transportation studies indicate that an evacuation using public transit requires

real-time communication between transit operators and emergency managers prior to and during
emergency evacuations. This entails integration of communications within a transit system,
among different transit agencies and between transit and other governmental safety partners.
Currently, Marin's transit communications fail to meet these standards.
Transit communications are not properly integrated into the Marin Emergency Radio Authority
(MERA), a multi-agency communications system. In2014, a special parcel tax was passed to
fund MERA's Next Generation radio equipment, a system that was intended to improve its
interoperability and integrate emergency communications services into a unified system. Despite
this, units in the field of both Golden Gate Transit and Marin Transit still cannot communicate
directly with each other, with other transit agencies or with other mutual aid safety partners and
first responders to coordinate emergency activities because the new equipment has not yet been
installed. It is expected that the new system will be up and running by 2023. This failure impedes
the county's ability to deploy transit services and help evacuate large populations in an
emefgency.
Judged on both criteria of integration with the command structure and

fully integrated

communications, transit is an underused resource of evacuation preparedness in Marin.

12

The Role of'Transit in Enrergency Evacualion, Transportation Research Board of the National Acadcmies Spectal Report 294.
Transportation Research Board 2008. p.3.
13
Schwarz, Michael A. and Litman, Todd A. "Evacuation Stafion: The use of Public Transportation irr Emergency Management
Plannins." ITE Journal on the Web. Jan. 2008.
ra Scanlon, J. "Tlansportation
ln Etnsrgerrcies: An C)ftc'n Ncglected Story." Disaster Prevention and Management. Vol. 12, No. 5

2003.
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Impediments to Progress
Much could be done to greatly improve Marin's wildfire preparedness in all the areas mentioned
above were it not for public and private inertia, governmental distrust of the public, and instances
of bureaucratic complacency. In the face of wildfires' unprecedented threat, our political culture
must change. We must prioritize public safety now. We need to adopt a new wildfire safety
ethic.
In the last twenty years, the Marin County Civil Grand Jury has issued five reports on the
dangers of wildfire and the importance of being prepared; the most recent was released in 2013.
County elected officials overseeing multiple departments and agencies have been required to
read and respond to the reports' recommendations. Although summaries have been published in
the Marin Independent Journal and other publications, not enough has been done publicly or
privately to improve countywide preparedness.

In some cases, local government does not trust the public. It "spins" information to avoid an
adverse public response. Government officials and first responders would like the public to
believe that all evacuation routes have been cleared ofroadside vegetation, all designated access
and egress roads are accessible and passable, and that traffic congestion can be handled by police
officers who will be in place at critical intersections. The public would be mistaken to believe
this.
Emergency planners in many jurisdictions do not publicize all possible evacuation routes and
other exits including stairs, paths, fire roads and shortcuts because they think that wildfires are

too dynamic and unpredictable. They fear that residents will focus on a predetermined route even
though changing conditions might make that route unfeasible. Withholding information prevents
people from planning ahead for their own evacuation or improvising as circumstances change. It
is precisely the unpredictability of wildfire that makes it essential that all possible escape routes
be known well in advance. Only if they understand all the options can residents make wellreasoned decisions in unforeseen circumstances. The public needs to be protected from wildfire,
not from knowledge.
Studies have shown that to build public trust, those in authority positions must be open.15 Trust
affects evacuation behavior in emergency situations and is vital to avoid panic. To gain the

public's trust, emergency planners must trust the public, keep them fully informed and explain the
limits of their ability to help the public in an emergency. Governments must make it clear that
alerts might fail and evacuations, if possible at all, will be dangerous, unpredictable and slow. If
the public understands that nothing is being hidden, they will make preparations for themselves,
trust that the information provided to them is both accurate and as complete as possible and
respond to an emergency order without delay or panic.

tt D-ry, John and Cocking, Chris "Ttre Mass Psvchokrgy of Disasters ald Emerrrenc), Evacuations: A Research Report and
lrnplications fbr Practice" Department of Psychology. University of Sussex. March 2007.
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The Transportation Authority of Marin (TAM) is an example of bureaucratic complacency and
evasion of responsibility. TAM's job is to oversee the use of its 2004 sales tax money with a

"single goal: [i]mprove mobility and reduce local congestion for everyone who lives or works in
Marin County by providin g a variety of high quality transportation options designed to meet
local needs." Also, improving Marin's roads and preventing evacuation congestion fits squarely
with the provisions of TAM's new 2018 Expenditure Plan which requires it to spend Measure
AA dollars to, among other things, "[m]aintain, improve, and manage Marin County's local
transportation infrastructure, including roads ... to create a well-maintained and resilient
transportation system" and to "fm]aintain and expand local transit services."16 Despite this, TAM
has not involved itself in planning for mass evacuations, or to improve the county's roads,
evacuation routes, and other emergency infrastructure for large scale emergencies. The Grand
Jury was unable to determine why this is so since TAM's authorizing legislation allows it to
perform these functions.lT 18
Further, citing concerns about liability, TAM has been resistant to even convening a discussion
to address evacuation congestion planning. Although it administers a "Safe Routes to School"
program to reduce congestion, TAM claims that making routes safe from fire is not within its
power or responsibility. Would not addressing evacuation planning and procedures "improve
mobility and reduce congestion" for Marin residents and workers escaping wildfire?
Bureaucratic inertia and the shirking of responsibility are dangerous to everyone.

Another instance of potentially devastating complacency concerns the fact that both Alert Marin
and Nixle are opt-in. Having estimated that only about 10% of Marin residents are registered
with Alert Marin, and most likely the same with Nixle, the OES and other county officials should
not be content with this dismal number. To date, little effort has gone into increasing registration
with a public information campaign: no media blitz, bus advertisements, billboards, mailers or
public service announcements. The fact that the vast majority of the county cannot be reached by
its two most important warning systems should be of urgent concern.
However, the Grand Jury considers that a public information campaign, even if implemented,
would still be inadequate for public safety. The OES should facilitate the inclusion of all Marin
citizens into Alert Marin and Nixle to make them opt-out systems. Both should have a database
containing residents' contact information. This information can be obtained from a variety of
sources. Let those with privacy concerns opt-out. This is a matter of life or death for the ninety
percent of Marin residents who are not registered.
County and local governments cannot afford to manage vegetation. Property owners must be
responsible for doing much of the work. Despite this, county and local officials have made little
effort to impress upon property owners that their safety depends on individual action. Few
16

"TLansnortation

A

." Accessed on 15 Mar.2019.

rT

"Clalitbrlia Public Utilities Code". Division 19. Chapters.l-6. Sections 180000-180264.
18 Resolution
No. 2004-2 I . Marin County Board of Supervisors . 2 Mar. 2004.
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programs or subsidies are offered. Our local politicians reliance on public participation without
adequate public outreach and education is a poor response to mitigating a significanthazard.

This slipshod approach to public safety seems to rely more upon the hope for good luck than it
does on rigorous planning. Appendix E to this report lists what a former Federal Emergency
Management Agency Administrator describes as the seven deadly sins of emergency
management - each one can be found in Marin's plans. Why do we have inconsistent vegetation
management, inefficient fire code enforcement procedures, and spotty public education? Where
are our best thinkers and planners? What is every government agency doing to protect the public
from the catastrophic dangers we now confront? Our priorities and attention are elsewhere.
Despite the laudable efforts of Marin's fire chiefs to create a bold new approach to pre-ignition
and pre-suppression issues, other entities such as city councils, transportation agencies,
environmental gtoups, regional/urban planners, and land-use activists are not addressing the
wildfire risks that climate change has brought to our daily lives. Environmental activists
discourage vegetation removal and controlled burns, elected officials allow development in the

WUI and choke evacuation routes with obstacles.
These policies reflect an old reality and old thinking. The environment, housing, and traffic

calming efforts are important, but the consequences of these policies are not being reviewed or
modified to address the new hazards created by wildfire. Wildfires ravage the environment; they
create massive air quality issues, toxic waste, mass destruction, and most importantly, they cause
death. Whether through lethargy, indifference or inflexible thinking, many policy makers,
emergency planners, and government agencies do not prioritize wildfire safety, nor do they seem
willing or able to act nimbly to forestall an impending disaster.
Two charts summarizing current countywide evacuation and alerts issues are attached
Appendix C.
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CAMPFIRE

mrst alronEarth
State urged to take steps to protect public

Air Quality During the

Camp Fire. Marin Independent Journal dated November 17, 2018
(Risberg, Eric. Associated Press)

CONCLUSION
Proposed Umbrella Entity
In response to its pre-ignition and pre-suppression planning concems, the Grand Jury proposes
the creation of a countywide entity whose purpose would be to coordinate fire preparedness
throughout the county regardless of the political jurisdiction. This proposed umbrella entity (the

"Entity") would not propose to interfere with actual fire-fighting issues nor would it attempt a
countywide consolidation of fire departments or districts. Its mission would be to focus on preignition and pre-suppression issues only.
Proposed Powers
The countywide Entity would have authority to investigate, create, propose, and carry out
programs and processes in the following areas:
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l.

Vegetation management: Create a countywide group of at least 30 plus full-time vegetation
management inspectors with authority granted by each constituent jurisdiction to inspect property
throughout the county regardless of the city/town or county where the property is located. The
inspectors would be authorized to issue citations to enforce countywide protocols established by
best practices for safe vegetation management. The Entity would create uniform enforcement of
vegetation management citations as well as develop an expedited legal process akin to the process
currently used in civil courts for evictions. This would ensure prompt compliance with citations.
Ifthe creation ofthis accelerated enforcement procedure requires state legislative action, the
Entity should lobby the Califomia legislature for these changes.

2.

Fuel Reduction Crews: Create sufficient fire/fuels crews whose sole responsibilities would be to
work on reducing the fuel load starting with the highest fire risk areas.

3.

Education: Engage in public outreach and education either through dedicated staff or by
subcontracting with FIRESafe Marin.

4.

Alerts and Evacuations: Develop countywide best practice policies for alert notification systems
and evacuation route planning, including the possible use of new technology, such as the LRAD
system, as well as working with public transit agencies to develop emergency response protocols,
evacuations, drills and alerts.

5.

Public Participation: Create progmms to encourage fuel reduction work by citizens on their own
properties as well as develop funding programs either by the Entity or through grants from other
sources to help the elderly, those with access and functional needs, and low-income residents.

Suggested Structure

The Grand Jury proposes that the Entity be a Joint Powers Authority (JPA). It should include
every special fire district, every city and town, Marin County Fire Department, Marin Municipal
Water District (MMWD) and Parks and Open Space. See Appendix D for a list of those that
should be members of the Entity.

Although the fire chiefs and citfown managers in the county have come together to formulate a
joint community-wide response to all the major wildfire issues, their working group is an
informal structure. This group will not be able to fully implement and enforce all of the programs
and protocols necessary to make Marin firesafe and prevent individual jurisdictions from
adopting their own practices. As fire knows no jurisdictional boundaries, a countywide JPA must
be formed to unify wildfire preparation.

Funding
Funding for pre-ignition and pre-suppression projects is the main obstacle cited by all
government agencies and fire districts. Not only do govemment entities claim that there are no
excess funds in their budgets, individual fire departments and special fire districts also claim that
they do not have enough money to undertake the types of pre-ignition and pre-suppression
proposals cited in this report. It is imperative to solve this critical issue.
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Two practical methods for funding the Entity are (1) a countywide parcel tax or (2) a countywide
sales tax:
Parcel Tax: According to the Assessor's office there are approximately 90,000 taxable parcels in
Marin County not counting the extensive holdings under control of the Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, MMWD or Marin County Parks. Thus, any parcel tax paid would have to be
high enough to fund projects on these tax-exempt lands. In order to be effective, each jurisdiction
would have to pass exactly the same parcel tax measure for the same amount at the same time.
Besides the difficulty of having I I cities and towns as well as the county coordinate such a
process, there are a number of special fire districts in the county that would also have to be
involved in the drafting and implementation of this process. Ifjust one jurisdiction fails to
cooperate with this proposal, the benefit of having a countywide plan to deal with wildfire
preparedness would fail. Based on these very real political issues, the Grand Jury does not
recommend a parcel tax as the best method to fund the Entity.

2.

Sales Tax: The best way to fund the Entity is to authorize a countywide quarter cent sales tax.
Under state law, the sales taxis 6%o plus an additional mandatory 1.25% for local jurisdictions for
a total of 7 .25o/o. State law allows local jurisdictions to assess up to an additional2oh sales tax
with voter approval. The 7 .25o/o coupled with the 2%o maximum means that the maximum sales
tax could be 9.25%o. However, the state legislature routinely allows local entities to exceed the 2oh
cap by simply passing a statute to that effect. For example, all of Los Angeles County, including
its 16 cities, plus an additional seven cities in Northern Califomia have requested and been
granted the right to exceed the 2o/o limit.
Because of the 2%o cap, a number of local officials have resisted putting this final Yq cent Iax
before the voters. However, only four jurisdictions currently have actual combined sales tax rates
at the 9o/o level. The remaining eight jurisdictions could easily add this % cent and still not hit the
2Yo ceiling. Each jurisdiction's current sales tax is attached as Appendix G. As for the four
jurisdictions that would hit the 9.25% maximum, they would be likely to get a state exemption
should the need arise in the future.

Finally, the most important reason for recommending a Y+ cent sales tax as a funding mechanism
is that there need be only one enabling statute which can be placed directly on the ballot by the
Marin County Board of Supervisors with the agreement of all the political jurisdictions. Marin
voters used this process in November 201 8 to continue a

Yz

cent sales tax for transportation

improvements.

The time has come to use the final

Vq

cent sales tax for our most pressing countywide issue,

wildfire. If not now, when? If not for this, then for what? What could be more important than
saving lives? If the citizens of Marin are given a chance to make their county as safe as possible
from wildfires, passing this sales tax measure should not be a problem. It will provide a steady
source of revenue so that the local govemments and special fire districts will not have to tap into
their budgets. As part of this ballot measure, a citizen oversight committee should be created to
make sure that the funds collected are used solely for the mission of the Entity.
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This proposal is revolutionary for Marin. It will require every government entity and every
special fire district to become a member. The only way to make Marin safer is for the entire
county to work together and not allow local politics to torpedo this innovative proposal.

A number of critical

issues prevent

Marin from being fire safe. Current vegetation management
policies, alert systems and evacuation planning, as well as current public education efforts are
insufficient to make Marin pre-ignition and pre-suppression fire safe. The most crucial issue is
the political will to create this countywide agency with such broad authority.
The citizens of Marin must choose between safety and vegetation aesthetics

The creation of this Entity allows for necessary actions to be developed and implemented for all
pre-ignition and pre-suppression matters. The Entity will ensure that the tax funds are used solely
for wildfire preparedness and not for other environmental priorities. It also does not impinge on
local sovereignty except where necessary to create countywide best practices. Without the Entity,
local jurisdictions have neither the will nor the money to undertake such sweeping measures.

Wildfires do not respect jurisdictional boundaries. Marin is known for providing mutual aid and
cooperation among its professional firefighting agencies. What is missing are countywide,
coordinated, science-based, pre-ignition and pre-suppression policies and procedures. This
recommendation solves that issue.

FINDINGS

F1.
F2.
F3.
F4.
F5.

Vegetation

Existing vegetation management codes are both inconsistent and inconsistently enforced.
There are not enough trained vegetation inspectors or fuel reduction crews.
Current vegetation enforcement procedures are slow, difficult and expensive.
Government agencies and safety authorities cannot currently manage vegetation on

public lands.
All property owners are responsible for vegetation management on their property, yet
they are not sufficiently educated about vegetation management and many do not have
the physical and financial resources to create defensible space.

FINDINGS

F6.

-

-

Education of the Public

Wildfire preparedness education is inconsistent and fails to reach most citizens,

F9.

especially parents of young children.
The most effective method of education is person to person in neighborhoods.
Although Marin has 30 plus Firewise neighborhoods, the most in California, they only
cover a small percentage of population and land.
Sufficient public funds have not been provided to sustain comprehensive wildfire

F10.

preparedness education.
Educating the public requires a different set of skills than hrefighters usually have.

F7.
F8.
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FINDINGS

-

Alerts

Fl1.

Any hesitation to use the WEA system can be deadly even if its alerts might reach people

F12.

Alert Marin sends the most accurately targeted warnings to endangered populations, but
it reaches too few residents because it is not well publicized. Both Alert Marin and Nixle
require opt-in registration, a serious design flaw.
Sirens could be a useful and reliable warning system if their numbers and locations were
increased to broaden their reach and if they were enhanced with a customized message
through LRAD.

F13.

outside

FINDINGS

ofits intended target zone.

-

Evacuations

Fl4.

In the WUI and in many town centers, infrastructure and roads are inadequate for mass
evacuations.

Fl5.

Evacuation routes are dangerously overgrown with vegetation and many evacuation
routes are too natrow to allow safe passage in an emergency.
Emergency planners often do not publicize evacuation routes due to their mistrust of the

F16.

Ft7.
Fl8.
F19.

F20.

F2l.

public.
Town councils, planners, and public works officials have not addressed traffic choke
points and, in some instances, they have created obstacles to traffic flow by the
installation of concrete medians, bumpouts, curbs, speed bumps, and lane reductions.
No studies have been performed to determine how long it would take to evacuate entire
communities via existing evacuation corridors.
The implementation of traffic-light sequencing and coordination to allow mass egress,
and the conversion of two-way roads into one-way evacuation routes to ease traffic
congestion, are dangerously delayed and years away from being implemented.
Public transit is a neglected asset of emergency response preparedness: all operators
except one transit agency are left out of the command structure and none is integrated
into the emergency radio communication system MERA.
A bureaucratic culture of complacency and inertia exists in Marin. Government often
fails to act quickly to repair known gaps in emergency preparedness, to think flexibly,
and to prioritize safety in its planning and policies.

FINDINGS

F22.

-

Umbrella

No countywide comprehensive, coordinated policies have been made and no funds have
been allocated to prepare for wildfires.
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RE

COMMENDATIONS

Vegetation

-

R1.

Create a comprehensive, countywide vegetation management plan that includes
vegetation along evacuation routes, a campaign to mobilize public participation, and lowincome subsidies.

R2.

Hire at least 30 new civilian vegetation inspectors and at least eight fire/fuels crews
focused on fuel reduction in the high risk areas of the county, including federal, state and
local public lands.

R3.

Develop and implement a fast, streamlined procedure to enforce vegetation citations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Education

R4. Adopt and deliver a comprehensive education program focused on action for all residents
of Marin on a regular schedule by a team of expert trainers.

R5.

Promote the creation of Firewise Communities in every neighborhood by all local
jurisdictions.

R6.

Employ individuals with skills in public speaking, teaching, curriculum design, graphics,
web design, advertising, community organization, community relations, and diplomacy to
educate the public.

RE COMMENDATIONS

Alerts

R7. Collect Marin residents' information and add it to Alert Marin and Nixle databases to
make them opt-out systems.

R8.

Expand the use of sirens with LRADs.

RECOMMENDATIONS

-

Evacuations

R9.

Research, develop, and publish plans for the mass movement of populations along
designated evacuation routes.

Rl0.

Give the highest priority to mitigating known choke points and to maximizing the
capacity of existing evacuation routes.

Rl

1.

Rl2.
Rl3.

Incorporate and prioritize plans for mass evacuations in all pending and future
traffic/road projects along major escape routes.
Educate, prepare, and

drill for evacuations in all communities.

Fully integrate public transit into the MERA communications system without further
delay.

Rl4.

The Transportation Authority of Marin must convene all stakeholders no later than
December 31,2019,to address congestion on escape routes in an evacuation.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Rl5.
April

-

Umbrella Entity

Establish in the form of a Joint Powers Authority an umbrella organization for wildfire
planning and preparedness (vegetation management, public education, alerts, and
evacuation), funded by a% cent sales tax.
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REQUEST FOR RESPONSES
Pursuant to Penal code section 933.05, the Grand Jury requests responses as follows

From the following governing bodies:

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

County of Marin Board of Supervisors (Rl-13, Rl5)
Belvedere City Council (Rl, R3-13, R15)
Corte Madera Town Council (R1, R3-13, Rl5)
Fairfax Town Council (Rl, R3-13, R15)
Larkspur City Council (Rl, R3-13, Rl5)
Mill Valley City Council (R1, R3-13, Rl5)
Novato City Council (Rl, R3-13, Rl5)
Ross Town Council (R1, R3-13, Rl5)
San Anselmo Town Council (Rl, R3-13, Rl5)
San Rafael City Council (Rl, R3-13, Rl5)
Sausalito City Council (Rl, R3-13, Rl5)
Tiburon Town Council (R1, R3-13, Rl5)

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
I

Bolinas Fire Protection District Board of Directors (R1, R3-13, Rl5)
Central Marin Fire Authority Council (Rl, R3-13, R15)
Inverness Public Utility District Board (Rl, R3-13, Rl5)
Kentfield Fire Protection District Board (R1, R3-13, Rl5)
Marinwood Community Services District Board (R1, R3-13, Rl5)
Novato Fire District Board of Directors (R1, R3-13, R15)
Ross Valley Fire Department Board of Directors (Rl, R3-13, Rl5)
Sleepy Hollow Fire Protection District Board of Directors (Rl, R3-13, R15)
Southern Marin Fire Protection District Board of Directors (R1, R3-13, R15)
Stinson Beach Fire Protection District Board (R1, R3-13, Rl5)
Tiburon Fire Protection District Board of Directors (R1, R3-13, R15)

Marin Municipal Water District Board of Directors (R1, R2, Rl5)
Transportation Authority of Marin Board of Commissioners (R9-l

l,

R14)

The governing bodies indicated above should be aware that the comment or response of the
governing body must be conducted in accordance with Penal Code section 933 (c) and subject to
the notice, agenda and open meeting requirements of the Brown Act.
From the following individuals:

r

Marin County Sheriff (R7, Rl

l)

The Grand Jury also invites responses from the following individuals:

r

FIRESafe Marin Council Coordinator

Note: At the time this report was prepared information was available at the websites listed.

Reports issued by the Civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals interviewed. Penal Code Section 929 requires that reports
the Grand Jury not contain the name ofany person or facts leading to the identity ofany person who provides information to
the Civil Grand Jury. The California State Legislature has stated that it intends the provisions of Penal Code Section 929

of

prohibiting disclosure of witness identities to encourage full candor in testimony in Grand Jury investigations by protecting the
privacy and confidentiality ofthose who participate in any Civil Grand Jury investigation.

April 18,2019
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APPENDIX A: Vegetation Management
FTRE

DEPARTMtr}.ITSI

V/MSTAFF

AN:IUAI PARCIL

TYP'OFTXSPECTION

INSPECTIONS

DIS'TRICTS
Bolinas Fire
Protection District

None noted

Complaints & requests for
inspection; ncighborhoods and
roads are inspected annually.

Goal: individual property
inspections cvery year: currently,
every 2-3-years.

Central Marin Fire
Authority (Larkspur &

None noted

Yearly windshield inspections. 30

No specific goals

day Wildfire Hazard Notices
issued to those not in compliance

Corte Madera)

F.t

z

r-\
l-{
i3

Inverness Volunteer
Fire Department

None noted

&

Complaints & requests for
inspection

Inspect and note problem areas; no
specific goals; MCFD has records
of inspection frequency

District

Community Risk
Reduction Specialist

Inspectors visit properties located
in WUI in May. Violators asked to
create defensible space by 6/15.

Required by law to inspect every
SRA parcel each year. Goal:
inspect 200 additional parcels/yr

rl

Marin County Fire
Department (Marin Open
Space; provides fire services to the GGNRA)

2 chiefofficers,
2 captains, 2 part-time
inspectors, 4-6 seasonal
defensible space
inspecto$

Defensible Space Event in June: on
duty staffconduct inspections in their
response area, Seasonal firefighter
inspectors perfom 4K+ dcfcnsiblc
spacc inspections/yr.

For the county, goal:: inspect
4500K parcels annually.

z

Mill Valley Fire

None noted

Proactive & maturing compliance
program requires active agency
management

Annually

None noted

Enginc crcws drive WUI, leave door
hangcrs whcrc nccdcd. Inspcct reportcd
properties, refered for review, or
requested for voluntary evaluation,
New construction & major remodels in
WUI must submit VM plan. Propcrtics
for sale require inspection. Asscssment

Door hangers/windshield
inspections in lhe WUI followed
by notices. Homes remain on
watch list for 3 yrs.

a
Frl

v

Kentfield Fire Protection

Department

t-l
e

z/-\

Fire Inspector

Novato Fire District

IJ

Fi
F-

F{

td
rh
v

kl

in May to deteminc which propcrties
must providc dcfcnsiblc space

Ross Valley Fire
Department (Fairfax, San

Anselmo, Ross, & the
Sleepy Hollow FPD)

San Rafael Fire

VM progmm includes
on-duty engine
company, full-time
inspector, and 2 parttime employees
26 hrs/week

Currently, no goal, but if RVFD
Board approves dedicated
inspector program, will inspect 34K parcels annually.

defensible space

2 dcdicatcd VM fire
inspectors

Proactive inspcctions. Assist
rangers & remove homeless
encampments. Residents notified
yearly to kccp dcfcnsiblc spacc.
Inspections conducted by request

Inspcct all ofthe approx. 8K
parcels in the WUI in a 3 year
cycle

None noted

None noted

Annually inspects all parcels

None noted

Some areas covered under Marin
County VM. Citizens perform

None

Department
and Marinwood

Southern Marin Fire
Protect. District (includes

New construction & major remodels in
WUI mwt submit VM plan. Properties
for sale require inspection. Engine
companies assess in May to determine
which properties must provide

Tam-Vall€y, Almonte,
Homestead Valley, Alto,
Strawb€rry, Sausallto, Fort
Baker, Marin Headlands,
part of Tiburon)

Stinson Beach Fire

Protection District

Tiburon Fire Protection
District (Tiburon and
Belvedere)

April 18,2019

voluntary compliance
None noted

Some areas covered under Marin
County VM. Citizens perform

Goal: to inspect 100% of high f-rre
severity zone parcels annually

voluntary compliance
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APPENDIX A: Vegetation Management (cont'd)
r-IeE
DE?ARTMENTS/

}ISTRICTS
Bolinas Fire
Protection District

F-l

z
rd
FT

e
rc
rh
\J

PLANTS

Collaborate with local utility district
to reduce vegetation

3K+ parce ls are in WUI.
Major reconstruction

Free chipper program

Yes

Part of cost of chipper days

Fire Dept. partners with MCFD & Fire
Safe Marin for clearing along the local
major evacution routes

Inverness Volunteer
Fire Department

None noted

underwritten

None noted

Not cunentlv

Roadside clearance is Marin DPW
responsibility. Standards in place to
ensure private driveways are maintained
to curent standards,

$l5K CA Firc Foundation grant
matched plus $l5K from BOS,
North Bay Lessons Leamed
Committee. Coordinating with
HHS Senior Protective Service to
identifu persons in need

No. There is no codc that rcquircs
extra wide vegetation clearances

Considering a program similar to
Novato Fire's grant program

Yes, clear vegetation but it is not
specified to be extra wide

Matching grant to owners, lxlyr. 3500
for chippcr'/fuel removal. HOAs in WUI
offered annual matching grant to $ 1500
for same

Major evacuation routcs maintaincd
by CalTrans.

$l5K CA Fire Foundation grant
matched plus $15K from BOS,
North Bay Lessons Leamed

No. There is no code that rcquires
extra wide vegetation clearances

District

N€w construction

&

substantial remodels in

Marin County Fire
Space; provides fire services to the GGNRA)

WIDE CLEARANCE
ON EVAC ROUTES

Matching grant opportunities for
vegetation clearance on non-countymaintained roads

plans must be evaluated
by Fire Prevention
Bureau to e6ure
pyrophlic plant
remoYed,hot r€planted

Kentfi eld Fire Protection

FI}iANCIAL ASSISTANCE
WIIH V/M REMO}'AL

None noted

Central Marin Fire
Authority (Larkspur &
Corte Madera)

Department (Marin Open

z

PRO}IIBTTED

WUI prohibit pyrophytic
plants w/in

100'of

structres. Otheryisc,
prohibition not fcasiblc
(mless in close

proximity to residential
structures)

H

z
z

Changing code to

Mill Valley Fire

prohibit bamboo,
juniper, cypress,

Department

acacia and bays

within 30' of

v

structures

lrl

Nonc notcd

F.t

Novato Fire District

F

Ross Valley Fire

substantial remodels

Department (Fairfax, San
Anselmo, Ross, & the

in WUI prohibit

rd
r>

v

New construction

Sleepy

llollow FPD)

&

pyrophytic plants and
require a Veg. Mgrt
Plan be submitted.

Committee. Coordinating with
HHS Senior Protective Service to
identiff persons in need

Fr1
San Rafael Fire
Department
and Marinwood

Southern Marin Fire
Protect. District (incl Tam-

Mandatory removal

Free chipper service

ofjuniper

and bamboo

and

lorjuniper

bamboo

Requires a 10'clearance from
roadway on each side: considering
additional distances in WUI

Code prohibits
bamboo, juniper,
cypress, acacia and
bays within 30'of
structures

days and other vegetation
management programs

amually

Stinson Beach Fire
Protection District

None noted

Chipper days

Yes

Tiburon Fire Profection
District (Tiburon and

None noted

No

Yes

Valley, Almonte, Homestead
Valley, Alto, Strawberry,
Sausalito, Fort Baker, Marin
Headlsnds, p|rt of Tiburon)

Regularly partner with Tam Valley
Community Services District to
manage gfants used for chipper

Enforce access/defensible space
requirements/ vegetation clearances;
Roadways to maintain flamable
vegetation clearance ftom roadway l0 feet
onto properties. Inspect roadways

Belvedere)

April 18,2019
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APPENDIX B: Education
FIRE T}IIPARTMENTS/
DISTRICTS
Bolinas Fire
Protection District

Central Marin Fire Authority
(Larkspur & Corte Madera)

Inverness Volunteer

Fire Department

Kentfield Fire Protection

District

z

Marin County Fire
Department (Marin Open
Space; provides fire ser-

v

vices to the GGNRA)

F-(

Mill Valley Fire Department

l-{

Novato Fire District

Ar

l-{

rc

No staff fully dedicated to education.
Firefighters are trained to teach
preparedness to the public

No staff fully dedicated to education.
Firefighters are trained to teach
preparedness to the public

No staff fully dedicated to education.
Firefighters are trained to teach
preparedness to the public

No staff fulty dedicated to education.
Firef,rghters are trained to teach
preparedness to the public

No staff fully dedicated to education.
Firefighters are hained to teach
preparedness to the public

No staff fully dedicated to education.

U
;)

EDUCATION STAFF

Firefighters are trained to teach
preparedness to the public

No staff fully dedicated to education
but firefighters implement door hanger
program targeting WUI
nei ghborhoods annually

Ross Valley Fire Department
(Fairfax, San Anselmo, Ross,
& the Sleepy Hollow FPD)

No staff fully dedicated to education.
Firefighters are trained to teach
preparedness to the public

San Rafael Fire Department

Firefighters assist Prevention and OES
staff with presentations, inspections
and public outreach

and Marinwood

PROGRAMS/EYEN?S

Annual community forums held with
moderate attendance

32 Neighborhood Response Groups with
coordinator; partners with FD to provide
fire safety education

Invemess Disaster Council, West Marin
Disaster Council

Kentfield Fire District employees. Fire
Inspector and Community Risk Reduction
Specialist, educating the community and
school children within the community.
Supported by Marin BOS, CALFIRE,
FIRESafe Marin, CERTs and disaster
councils

Rotary Club organizes and sponsors events;
Emergency Preparedness Commission
sponsors programs
Ready, Set, Go: Get Ready Novato;

FireWise Communities; Cal Fires, Prevent
Wildfire Califomia, Ready for Wildfire,
One Less Spark

Materials provided by FSM, Marin County
Fire Chiefs Assoc.
San Rafael Fire Commission and
San Rafael Fire Foundation fund wildfire

education along with FireSafe Marin
and Firewise USA

Southern Marin Fire Protect.
District (includes TamValley, Almonte, Homestead
Valley, Alto, Strawberry,
Sausalito, Fort Baker, Marin
Headlands, part of Tiburon)

Stinson Beach Fire Protection

District

Tiburon Fire Protection
District (Tiburon and
Belvedere)

April 18,2019

No staff fully dedicated to education.
Firefighters are trained to teach
preparedness to the public

Partners with Tam Valley Community

Services District and Marin County FD to
prepare and educate public

No staff fully dedicated to education.
Firefighters are trained to teach
preparedness to the public

None

Deputy Fire Marshal performs public
education for emergency preparation;
all firefighters can teach defensible
space practices.

Belvedere-Tiburon Joint Disaster
Council promotes wildfire and Get Ready
awareness programs.

Marin County Civil Grand Jury
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APPENDIX B: Education (cont'd)

Not ready for next fire season.
Bolinas Fire
Protection District

Property owners not engaged/active in
preparedness. Neighbors encouraged
to know each other

Central Marin Fire Authority
(Larkspur & Corte Madera)

Participation in NRGs increases each
year. Community forums,
presentations

Inverness Volunteer
f ire Department

Kentfield Fire Protection

District

z

A
v
F{

Marin County Fire
Department (Marin Open
Space; provides fire services to the GGNRA)

Residents are prepared as neighbors

helping neighbors

Kentfield Fire District conducting
inspections to prep for next fire
season; secured grant to create a
defensible space between District and
large landowner partners.
Referenced in Marin County
Performance Measures and Lessons

Learned

Over 200 residents did evacuation drill and
discussion of fire hazard mitigation

Several neighborhoods pursuing FireWise
recognition

Designated local neighborhood disaster
groups since 1982; fire safety covered at
group meetings

Kent Woodlands community is Firewise

certified

FireWise participation, evacuation
exercises and community meetings

F{
Mill Valley Fire Department

Working towards entire community
becoming FireWise certified

Novato Fire District

Neighbors helping neighbors: three
FireWise communities are ready for
next fire season

U
)
l-{
FEl
Ross Valley Fire Department
(Fairfax, San Anselmo, Ross,

& the Sleepy Hollow FPD)

San Rafael Fire Department

and Marinwood

Hosting community meetings; and
referenced in Marin County
Performance Measures and
Lessons Leamed
San Rafael Wildfire Protection Plan
has 37 recommendations to make
SR fire safe.

2-minute videos on website; 8 community
meetings; numerous FireWise communities

4 FireWise Communities: Pacheco Valley,
MVMCC, Black Point/Green Point, Indian
Valley; HOAs - Wildhorse Valley and
Bahia

Cascade Canyon and Sleepy

Hollow

FireWise Communities

4 Firewise communities,20+ HOA wildfire
safety/preparedness presentations in 20 I 8,
2 Wildfire Preparedness Symposia at
Dominican in 2018

Southern Marin Fire Protect.

District (includes TamValley, Almonte, Homestead
Valley, Alto, Strawberry,

No goals set yet; anticipate more with
the passage of Measure

U

3 Get Ready programs which have low

participation

Sausalito, Fort Bakero Marin
Headlands, part of Tiburon)

Stinson Beach Fire Protection

Work in progress; hiring fire
prevention officer

Meetings with Marin County FD and

District
Tiburon Fire Protection
District (Tiburon and

2-3 additional FireWise Communities

First FireWise Community of Harbor

Belvedere)

in2019

April 18,2019

GGNRA
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APPENDIX C: Evacuations & Alerts
SPECIAL

FIRE
DEPARTMENTS/
DISTRICTS

Bolinas Fire

Protection District

Central Marin Fire
Authority (Larkspur &
Corte Madera)

0

F
/,
FrI

J

z
t{

No

32 NRGs maintain
lists

Madrone & Magnolia Aves.
Redwood & Corte Madera
Aves.
Corte Madera: Christmas Tree
Hill, Saualito Ave. (aka Hidden

Madrone & Magnolia AvesRedwood & Corte Madera
Aves. Corte Madera: Christmas
Tree Hill, Sausalito Ave. (aka
Hidden Valley). Larksou:

No official

Valley). Lalkspgr: Baltimore
Canyon, Marina Vista fuea

Baltimore
Canyon. Marina Vista fuea

Sir Francis Drake is the

Seahaven

No

Sir Francis Drake at Hwy

Most residential

None

101

communities at risk

Yes, most non-county
maintained roads in West

pages 43-56

No

Residents with
spccial necds, or

cldcrly must
make MCFD aware

those

Department (Fairfax, San
Anselmo, Ross, & the
Sleepy Hollow FPD)

Unknown

Marin

of

All non-county maintained

with

roads in West

Marin

are

75% of MV is in the WUI
and therefore at risk

The Redwoods

EOC has

changes often and

choke points. SFDB, Miller
Ave, Blithedale leading to
Hwy 101 and on ramps to

is unreliable

Hwy

No

Athcrton on-ramp NB on l0l;
Nonh ofSan Rafael SB 101; on
HWY 37 (Sonoma County) past
raceway, Novato Blvd and
Diablo Ave.

Wildhorse Valley, Atherton,
Marin Valley, Little Mountain,
San Marin, Blackpoint, Cherry
Hill, Indian Valley, Ignacio
Valley, Pacheco Valley,
Anderson Rowe, Loma Verde,
President's (IVC), Wilson West
Novato North, Hilltop

Most of RVFD's response

Yes, refer to 2016 CWPP
pages 43-56

Unknown

Nonc identificd

All neighborhoods in thc
WUI

Rcsidential,
assisting living
facilities, Kaiser
patients

Every intersection is a
choke point. Control of
intersections is by PD and

Districts near the WUI and

Public transit
is available in flatter
topographic areas

additional needs,
though this

Novato Fire District

Ross Valley Fire

Yes, refer to 2016 CWPP

oftheir status

101

F
U

accounting

only road in and out

Maintain a list

\J
l-i

COMMI-;NITTES

Yes. All communities on
gridded Mesa are high risk

District

,q

TRANSIT

Df,PEN}E}iT

Elm Road, Evergreen Rd,
Mesa Rd, Olema-Bolinas
Rd

Kentfield Fire Protection

Mill Valley Fire
Department

HIGH.RISK
COMMUNITIES

Disastcr council, firc
depaftment keep list
ofat-risk residents

Yes

Marin County Fire
Department (Marin Open
Space; provides lire services to the GGNRA)

T,VACUATION
CTIOKE POINTS

I.,ISTS

Inverness Volunteer
Fire Department

€

(n

NEE}S/
ELDSRLY

Residents with
special needs or
elderly must make
RVFD aware of
their status

area consists of single lane

information
on agencies to
contact

roads leading to single
artery roadway

Fd
San Rafael Fire

Promote

Department
and Marinwood

neighborhood
awareness through
GetReady and CERT

Southern Marin Fire
Protect. District (includes

List ofresidents
Sausalito only.

Tam-VNlley, Almonte,
Homestead Valley, AIto,

of

areas

within canyons

DPW

Strawberry, Srusrlito, Fort
Brker, Marin Headlands,

part ofTiburon)
Stinson Beach Fire
Protection District

Tiburon Fire Protection
District (Tiburon and

No

No

No

PD departments

Cunently creating "Red
Zones"

Neighborhoods adjacent to
open space at ridgeline

Neds Way

maintain lists

Yes

Belvedere)

April 18,2019
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APPENDIX C: Evacuations & Alerts (cont'd)
FIRE

EvACUATION

}XPARTMENTS/

ROtiTES

DlSTRICTS

PUBLICIZEI)

Bolinas Fire
Protection District

Central Marin Fire

Authority (Larlapur &
Corte Madera)

Inverness Volunteer
Fire Department

(t)

Fl

&

CITE & TOW
SIRENS

No sirens cunently;
researching LRAD

I drill held in 2017:
Planning annual drills

No

Evacuation routes
are not publicized.
Planning is key
element of the
NRGs

I siren and I diaphon
system in Corte Madera not
yet operational.

Drill in 2018 had 18%
participation. Plan to

CMFD has no
authority to cite

conduct one exercise/year

vehicles

Monthly radio drills with
CERT, daily radio checks

No parking within 6'
ofcenter ofroad.
Violators cited.

Evacuation drills held in
Kent Woodlands; Full
campus drill held at COM
2018. Yearly drills held
with all schools

Parking enforcement
issues are referred to
the Sherifls office

As needed

MCFD has no
authority to enforce

Considering LRAD

No. Dependent on
specifics of the

Sircns determined to be

ineffective

emerggncy

Kentfield Fire Protection

District

marinfre.org. Nir

Kentfield Fire District has
one Siren. Test ofLRAD
did not meet expectations

signage used.

€

0

z

Space; provides fire services to the GGNRA)

Mill Valley Fire
Department

A
v

l-l
F{

F
U

Novato Fire District

Ross Valley

Fire

Department (Fairfax, San
Anselmo, Ross, & the

F1

No. Dependent on

Department
and Marinwood

Southern Marin Fire
Protect. District (includes
Tam-Valley, Almonte,
Homestead Valley, AIto,
Strawberry, Sausalito,
Fort Baker, Marin
Headlands, part of

One siren on Throckmorton
Ridge

specifics ofthe
emergency

vehicle code

I drill

evacuation routes

5 sirens located throughout
the City. LRAD system on
order

Evacution points for

No

Coordinates drills, targeting
WUI areas every 3-5 years

Steps, Lanes and
Paths are marked

BlackpoinV
Greenpoinl & Marin
Valley Mobile
Country Club

No. Dependent on
specifics ofthe
emergency

Sleepy Hollow FPD)

San Rafael Fire

EV.{,CU:tTlON

Policy decision not
to publicize routes

Possible evacution
routes are available to
the public through

Marin County Fire
Department (Marin Open

ON

DRIT,LS

ROUTES

rd

J

COMNIUIi]T1'

Encourage
residents to know
an altemate to
standard routes

No. There is a
potential conflict
with actual
emergency
evacuation needs

performed each year

Yes. Cite and tow

Yes. Cites vehicles.

Works
with NPD and CHP

Sirens in Fairfax, San Anselmo
and Ross. Recommend a battery
backup weather ndio activated
by the Emergency Alert System

As needed

RVFD has no
authority to enforce
vehicle code

No sirens. Rely upon

On a small scale in various
neighborhoods

No parking within 6' of
center ofroad.
Violators cited.
Working to designale
parking in WUI zones
& towing under rcd
flag conditions

No fixed sirens.
Coordinating with OES.
LRAD can be linked to
Alert Marin and Everbridge

One or two every year

Yes. Cite and tow

NXLE, WEA. Evaluating
other systems

Tiburon)
Stinson Beach Fire
Protection District

No

Yes

No, but working on plans

No

Tiburon Fire Protection
District (Tiburon and

No, but working

6 sirens currently in use.

Not presently

All vehicle

on plans

Considering LRAD

Belvedere)

April 18,2019
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APPENDIX D: Recommended Structure and Membership for Entity
The Grand Jury recommends the following entities be members of the Entity. Listed in
alphabetical order, with the fire districts first, the entities are:

L

Bolinas Fire Protection District

2. Central Marin Fire Authority - serves the City of Larkspur and Town of Corte Madera
3. Inverness Volunteer Fire Dept. - run by the Inverness Public Utility
4. Kentfield Fire Protection District
5. Marin County Fire Department - seryes unincorporated Marin County not within a Fire

District and contracts to provide wildland fire protection with CAL Fire for all State
Responsibility areas and with Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) and
Point Reyes National Seashore (PRNSS) for Federal Responsibility Area FRA within the
County.
6. Marin Municipal Water District
7. Marinwood Community Services District - Fire Department
8. Novato Fire Protection District
9. Ross Valley Fire Department - serves the Towns of San Anselmo, Fairfax, Ross and the
Sleepy Hollow Fire Protection District
10. Sleepy Hollow Fire Protection District - provides only pre-ignition and pre-suppression
services to Sleepy Hollow
11. Southem Marin Fire Protection District - serves the communities of Tamalpais Valley,
Almonte, Homestead Valley, Alto, Strawberry, approximately 1/4 of the Town of
Tiburon, the City of Sausalito, Fort Baker and the Marin Headlands.
12. Stinson Beach Fire Protection District
13. Tiburon Fire Protection District - seryes the Town of Tiburon and City of Belvedere and
surrounding areas.
14. County of Marin
15. City of Belvedere
16. Town of Corte Madera
17 . City of Fairfax
18. City of Larkspur
19. City of Mill Valley
20. City of Novato
21. Town of Ross
22.Town of San Anselmo
23. City of San Rafael
24. City of Sausalito
25. Town of Tiburon

difficult to manage, the Grand Jury
recommends that the Entity hire an executive director. This should be a person with considerable
knowledge and experience with the key pre-ignition and pre-suppression issues such as
Since having 25 members would make the Entity

community education, vegetation management, alert notices, and evacuation policies. This
person would be employed to create processes and programs, emphasizing "best practices," for
all pre-ignition and pre-suppression matters. To do this, the executive director would be
authorized to hire staff necessary to carry out the Entity's mandate.

April 18,2019
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To help guide the executive director and staff with policy development, the Grand Jury
recommends that the Entity as a whole, select a group of individuals from its membership to act
as a Board of Directors. Finally, the Grand Jury recommends that the County Counsel's office be
authorized to draft the legal documents to create the Entity as well as the ballot measure for the
Yq cent sales tax.

April 18,2019
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APPENDIX E: The 7 Deadly Sins of Emergency Management
At

in Stockholm, Sweden on November 28,2017, Craig Fugate, former
Administrator of FEMA under President Obama, discussed what he considers to be
a conference

TheT Deadlv Sins of

1.

2.
3.
4.

Manasement:le

We plan for what we are capable of responding to.
We plan for our communities by placing our vulnerable populations aside.
We do drills and exercises that we know will be successful.
We think our emergency response system can scale up from small emergencies to large
disasters.

5.
6.
7.

We build our emergency management team around government, leaving out volunteer
organizations, the private sector and the public.
We treat the public as a liability.
We price risk too low to change behavior; as a result, risk grows.

Marin's emergency management plans replicate these errors.

re

Fugate, Craig.

" The

April 18,2019

7 Deadly Sins

of EmersencyManagement." YouTube video.Yiewed. Jan.10, 2019.
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APPENDIX F: A Case in Point: Paradise and Marin
The Grand Jury visited Paradise, Califomia in January 2019. Here are some of the major
contrasts and comparisons between Paradise's wildfire preparedness and Marin's current
preparedness:

r
r
I

r
r

I
r
I

r
r

Paradise has three well-paved good roads out of town.
Marin has many communities located in canyons with only one exit on nalrow, poorly
maintained roads.
All of Marin's main east west evacuation routes have choke points where they narrow to
one lane in each direction.

At the time of the Camp Fire, most of Paradise's fire and police officers lived in town and
were on the job quickly.
Marin's fire and police officers often live in other counties which will severely delay
response time. It may take hours for emergency personnel to get here.

Paradise had comprehensive evacuation plans that were tested in previous fires and had
conducted practice evacuation drills. Even so, it took around 5 hours to evacuate the

town.

Marin's OES has given itself 36 months to update its evacuation plans.
Marin has no comprehensive evacuation plans that have been shared with the public, and
only a few neighborhoods have had an evacuation drill.

Paradise had failed to manage vegetation, particularly along evacuation routes.
Marin has failed to manage vegetation adequately in its residential communities, open
space and along evacuation routes.

I
r
r
I

The fire in Paradise did not come from the usual direction but came from the opposite
direction from what was expected.
Fire in Marin could come from any direction depending on the prevailing wind.

The Butte County Grand Jury report on Paradise in 2008 criticized the lack of an
adequate number of evacuation routes and the deliberate narrowing of the main
evacuation routes.
Many jurisdictions in Marin deliberately constrict the flow of traffic along already narrow
evacuation routes with lane reductions and road impediments..
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APPENDIX G: Sales Tax
With the local sales cap al2o/o, the final quarter cent only applies to jurisdictions that are
currently at 9Yo. The following are the breakdown of Marin jurisdictions and what the local rates
are:20

Jurisdiction
Corte Madera
Fairfax
Larkspur

Current Sales Tax

9.00%
9.00%

Local Sales Rate
0.75%
0.75%

9.00%
9.00%
8.75%
8.7s%

0.75%

Novato
Tiburon

8.s0%

0.25%

8.250/"

0%

Belvedere

8.25V"

0%

County of Marin
Mill Valley

8.25%
8.25%

Ross

8.25%

0.25%
0%
0%

San Rafael
San Anselmo

Sausalito

0.75%
0.s0%
0.s0%

From this, it can be seen that only four out of the 12 taxingauthorities in Marin are at the limit. There
arc 16 cities, all in LA County, that each have their combined sales tax rate over 70Yo as well as seven
cities in the Bay Area that are over the 9.25o/o cap.

20

"Clalitbrnia Dcoartrrcnt oiTax and Fee Adnrinistration." CA.Gov. Accessed on 25 Mar.2019
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APPENDIX H: Prior Marin County Civil Grand Jury Reports on Wildfire (Since 2000)
Partners in Prevention".2002-03
Marin Civil Grand Jury "Wildfires
Marin Civil Grand Jury. "The Next Disaster:
Are Marin Citizens Prepared?". 2005-06
Ma.rin Civil Grand Jury. "Marin on Fire! Not if, but when. 2007-08
Marin Civil Grand Jpry. "Disaster Prepared{ress in Marin: Are You Ready?". 2010-11
Marin Civil Grand Jurv. "Marin on Fire Redux"" 2012-13
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